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Editor's Corner 

This month we have the very informative, second part 
of a physiotherapy series which should help us deal with 
the aches we get when pushing our often not-sa-fit 
bodies in the quest for more airtime. Many thanks to 
Brian for his efforts in providing these articles. 

In the letters section, Rob Schroettner outlines his 
proposal to HGFA regarding 6 issues per year of 
Skysailor. This will be discussed at the convention and 
readers may wish to pass on their comments through 
their State Association. 

On the whole I feel Skysailor has been running well, 
thanks to our many contributors, and we have been able 
to cut costs on the previous financial year's figures. The 
new costs etc will also be shown in the 1990/91 budget 
at the convention. 

As suggested by one of our Western Australian mem
bers, a hang gliding calendar to be incorporated into 
the December issue may be on the agenda. Keep in mind 
that we will need some good quality photos so get those 
cameras out! 

Chris Brandon has set out the latest for trike pilots and HGFA 
is to administer trikes owned by our members. Trike pilots 
are also able to join the AUF. 

I am aware that there are a number of hang gliding pilots who 
will not be happy with this development. However I will not 
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H.G.F.A. CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR 

Available 7 days a week 

SPECIALIZING IN COASTAL SOARING -

be printing letters endlessly debating a topic on which the 
CM, AUF and HGFA have made their final decision. 

I've noted with some concern the number of accident reports 
I have received lately. That these reports are being sent in, is 
tremendous and I thank their author's willingness to share 
their experiences. The causes appear to be many and I 
suggest that pilots discuss their accidents with witnesses, 
safety officers or instructors in an effort to avoid further 
mishaps. 

Safe flying, Marie 

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO SPEND HOURS IN THE~ 
AIR ~ ~ 

Latest Paragliders Available ~ ~~ 
~\\ 

Second Hand: 
Hilite 1 

Dreams 

Speedstar 

Excellent intermediate to advanced 
$2,200.00 
Beginner to intermediate, as new 
$1,200.00 
Beginner to intermediate, as new 
$1,200.00 

PHONE: (08) 2340561 
FAX: (08) 2316813 
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Skysailor appears 12 times per year as a 
service to members. For non-members 

liVing in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. 
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA. 

Contributions are needed. Articles, 
photographs and illustrations are all accept
able although the editor reserves the right to 
edit or delete contributions where necessary. 

Articles of unknown origin will NOT be 
published and all contributions should be ac
companied by the contributor's name, address 
and HGFA number for verification purposes. 

Neither HGFA nor the editor assume respon
sibility for the material or opinions presented 
in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA. 
Copyright in articles and other contributions is 
vested in each of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month for contributions, 
market place, etc. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are available from the 
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance. 

Layout, separations and extra work incur 
additional cost. 

HGFA ADDRESSES 

All correspondence, including membership 
renewals, short term memberships, rating 
forms and other administrative matters should 
be sent to: 

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA 
SPORTS HOUSE 
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET 
SYDNEY 2000 
Tel (02) 2512704 

PRESIDENT 
Phil Mathewson 
Ph (02) 5608773 AH 

ADMINISTRATOR 
Steve Hocking 
(02) 2512704 BH 

SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

All Skysailor contributions should be 
sent to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 

ALSTONVILLE 2477 
Fax: (066) 281988 

Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH 

STATE ASSOCIATIONS 

For information about ratings, sites and 
other local matters, contact the ap-
propriate state association or club. 

NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA) 
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W 

(02) 5877971 H 

ACTHGA QHGA Inc 
PO Box 496 PO Box 1319 
Manuka 2603 Springwood 4127 
Sec. Anthony Gerrard Pres. Dave Marsh 
(062) 822464 H (07) 8242508 or 

Pager (07) 8348858 

VlcHGA HGAWA 
PO Box 400 PO Box 82 
Prahran 3181 South Perth 6151 
Sec. John Hanna Sec. Danny Byrne 
(03) 5985835 H (09) 3873605 

SAHGA TasHGA 
1 Sturt St 28 Benwerrin Court 
Adelaide 5000 Norwood 7250 
Sec. Rob Woodward Sec. Steve Richards 
(08) 2130600 (003) 447101 H 

Keep the articles coming!! 

We will give $50 per month for the best 
cover photo sent in. It can be a black 
and white, colour photo or slide. 

All photos will be sent back if requested. 
Please supply a stamped, self ad-
dressed envelope for their return. 
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Meetings: Shellhar- Brian Smith 
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564388W (079) 393769 
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Sec. Greg Wilson 
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Pres. Pat Purcell (049) 712330 
(079) 721676 
Sec. Sarah Clarke 

Northern Beaches Sunshine Coast HG 
HG Club (Sydney) Club (Old) 
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Sec - Steve Palmer 
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Pres. Chris Brandon 
(049) 499199 
Sec. Danny Smith 
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HGClub 
Pres. Garry Carr 
(02) 6444249 AH 
(02) 2958040 BH 

Stan Roy 
(071) 459185 
A1f Carter 
(071) 457265 

Kosciusko Alpine 
Paragliding Club 
Pres. Joe Ippolito 
(064) 576112 
Sec. Stuart Andrews 
(064) 576190 

New Club 
Rona Knox 
(02) 5289304 
Richard Reitzin 
(02) 3651533 H 
(02) 2353033 w 
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Dear Marie 
Please print this copy of my letter to 
NSWHGA and HGFA. 

"This is a proposal I have to change the 
number of issues of Skysailor from 12 
to 6 Issues a year. I would like this 
matter to be put on the convention 
agenda at the next AGM of HGFA. 
Would you please send a copy of this 
letter to other State Associations for 
their examination. 

There is an outline for my reasons. 
1. In March 1990 Skysailor, Denis Clan
cy states the cost of Skysailor in '89 was 
$52,000. Note this was for 11 issues not 
12. HGFA made a deficit of approx. 
$10,000. Therefore, it can easily be 
seen that, with 6 issues, we could 
probably reduce Skysailor costs to 
$32,000. THis is a saving of $20,000 per 
year, without increasing membership 
fees to $85. This would wipe out the 
$10,000 deficit and provide $10,000 per 
year for the investment fund without 
Increasing membership fees one dollar. 

With 6 issues, Skysailor will not be twice 
the size. In the March issue, which had 
all the comp reports, there were 11 
pages out of 31, with real articles. Club 
news, letters, market place could easily 
be condensed, so I think with 6 issues 
we could still have the same or slightly 
more pages. Some articles in summer 
could be saved for those very lean 
winter months. So the cost should be 
able to be reduced to almost half, 
without any loss of service, the info 
would be more concise. 

Marie says sailplane fees are much 
higher. There are quite a few sailplane 
pilots who have moved to hang gliding 
because of the cost. Some may think 
$85 is not too bad but why pay more if 
we don't really have to. 

2. I'm not knocking the content of 
Skysailor. I am just suggesting that we 
provide it in a more concise efficient, 
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much cheaper form and with much less 
burden on the environment. 

3. Marie says that she can cope with the 
workload and deadlines, and she's cer
tainly doing an excellent job. But in the 
past we have often seen very late Issues 
and even issues left out because of 
workload. So when Marie retires, I think 
we would have a lot more people willing 
to be editor if the workload is spread 
over 2 months. And let's face it, there's 
not an overwhelming number of people 
who are willing to take on the job of 
editor with 12 issues. 
Ed's Note: I will be more more than 
happy to continue as editor of Skysailor 
for at least the next 12 months. 

4. Some people have told me that they 
like to keep informed about important 
news every month. News with which 
the timing of would be important is 
comp info, safety notices, meetings, 
site info changes. And yet its exactly 
some of these things which have some
times been late in the past. Even with a 
monthly magazine flyins, meetings and 
camps have given people little time to 
plan their time. But with bi-monthly is
sues, organisers would be forced to 
plan their dates at least 2 months before 
events actually start. Instead of one 
month, or sometimes because 
Skysailor was late, 2 or 3 weeks before. 
This would greatly be appreciated by 
people planning their leave from work 
for long competitions. A perfect ex
ample of this, is the excellent "Cross 
Country" international magazine which . 
comes out only 4 times a year. And yet 
it has established itself as a very reliable 
source for international comps and 
meetings and used by pilots all over the 
world. 

In my first letter, it wasn't the club news 
I was complaining about being late. 
Most club members find this news out 
when they go to meetings or fellow 
members tell them shortly after, not up 
to 6 weeks later in Skysailor. With bi-

monthly issues, club members won't 
really receive their info any later, only 
club presidents will have more info to 
write and twice as long to write it. 

If there is a late change to meetings, 
comp dates or urgent news, this can be 
printed on leaflets and get to members 
in days, not weeks as in the present 
system. This costs $600 as pointed out. 
But this would only be used if really 
necessary (rare). And anyway, $600 (if 
it ever would be needed) is a lot cheaper 
than the $20,000 extra for our present 
system, for actually slower results in 
these aspects. 

Also we shouldn't lose any advertising 
income, because their ads will be in 
there for twice as long. Some adver
tisers will actually save money by not 
having twice as much artwork and 
layout costs. 

I feel with the bi-monthly issues and 
leaflets, if needed, we won't be missing 
out on, or delaying, any important news 
at all. 

5. It has been stated that we could use 
recycled paper for an "environmental 
issue". I feel this in no way compen
sates for an extra 300,000 pages. 
Recycled paper of print quality still 
needs 20% new paper and all the 
bleaching and printing chemicals that 
go with it. I think its a lot better for the 
environment to print 10,000 less a year. 
Bi-monthly mags would be an easy and 
direct way; we could lighten the load on 
the environment and our wallets (rarely 
co-incide) which we are directly respon
sible for, without making any significant 
sacrifices. I would think that would be 
important to people in this age of 
Japanese companies with Japanese 
machines, wood chipping and our lost 
native forests in our state reserves to 
make paper to sell back to us. 

Realising that most people (even hang 
glider pilots) resist change, even if its for 
the better, how about having 6 issues a 
year on a one year trial run. We could 
then assess cost reduction accurately, 
"try" before we "buy' and see how we 
would all cope emotionally with life with 
only 6 Skysailors." 

Yours faithfully 
Rob Schroettner 
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Comp Dates From Denis Cummings 

The 3rd World Microlight Championships are scheduled for 
19-26 August 1990 at Dunakeszi Airport, Hungary. Anyone 
going? 

The 7th European Hang Gliding Championships are In 
June or July 1990 (that's what the calendar of the FAI says) 
at Tolmin, Yugoslavia 

2nd Category Events on the FAI 1990 calendar for hang 
gliding are: 
1-4 June "Alpen Open", Innsbruck, Austria 
9-16 June "World Masters Hang Gliding", Kossen, Austria 

SECOND PARAGLIDER ASIA 
FRIENDSHIP MATCH 

Proposed for May 25 to May 27 in Korea 

Contact Joe Chitty, Paradynamics (03) 514868 for further 
details 

PROPOSED INTERSERVICE COMP 

Could all members of the Armed Services (civilian and 
military) please write to me if they are interested in flying In an 
interservice competition. 

Please send me your name, address, home phone number, 
your work DNATS number, your rank and your hang gliding 
rating. 

Please send all the above info to: 
Damien Virieux 
1 Pearce St 
Wodonga Vic 3693 

I Need Your Support !!! 

Round 2 May 26 to June 3 To be decided 
Round 3 July 14 to July 22 To be decided 

Matthew Whittal, Superleague Director, Superleague HQ, 
2 Cyprus St, Bethanol Green, London E2 ONN 
Fax, Tel: 01 981 5941 

6th Himalayan Hang Gliding Open 
Championship 

15th May to 24th May 1990 

Organised by the Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development 
Corporation Limited (HP TDC) you can contact their office 
Ritz Annexe, Shimla-171 001, phone 3294, 8037 & 6071 

NORTH QUEENSLAND 
COMPETITIONS 

Come to North Queensland for a hang gliding holiday and fly 
the Gillies on the 15th and 16th September In Australia's 
richest two day competition. With prize money In excess of 
$3,500 paid out to tenth place plus valuable prizes, we believe 
this was Australia's riches two day competition last year and 
hope to have more this year. 

After the Gillies competition, travel on to Townsville for a bit 
of car towing in excellent thermal country or perhaps go 
sailing with Aly and Ethel to a tropical Island for a B.B.Q. and 
water sports. 

When you get itchy feet again continue on to Eungella for the 
annual competition starting Sunday 23rd September and 
running thru to the 30th September. This would be 
Australia's richest competition on the National Ladder with a 
minimum of $3,500 cash and thousands more in prizes split 
between A and B grades. 

Any persons wanting more information on the Gillies competi
tion phone Warwick Gill on (070) 537768 and the Eungella 
competition, Dave Lamont on (079) 461157. 

Remember when you fly in North Queensland competitions 
your entry fees go to the pilots, not the organisers I 

Ethel 

r - -:O~Eagle Eye;fli;t ;s;s - ---, 
I $96 plain, $136 prescription, $156 Bi-focal I 
I Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames I 
I Electronic Tow Meters - $165 I 

Holiday Beach House at Bryon Bay 
I Spa, catamaran, surfboards & skis - $320 p.w. I 
I (excl. Xmas) I 
I North Coast Avionics I 

Denis Cummings 
I PO Box 741 I 

L Byron Bay 2481 ~ 
Ph (066) 856287 , ----------
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SICILY HANDS ~O~F~F~~D~er~e~k~~~ 
Like rotting carcasses attract vultures, I 
think that droughts attract hang gliding 
pilots. Not because it is a golden oppor
tunity to drink beer rather than waste 
water, but rather for the thermals 
generated In these conditions. The vUl
tures have gathered In Sicily because it 
hasn't rained here for seven years. So 
let me tell you what happens on a Mafia
Infested piece of rock holding a hang 
gliding competition. 

For those of you only aware of Sicily 
from such texts as The Godfather or 
films like Prlzzl's Honour let me give you 
a brief description. Sicily is the little 
Island that Italy Is kicking into the 
Mediterranean. It's small, hot and has 
many barren rocks that poke into the air. 
One such barren rock is called Etna. ,.. 
mere 3333 m (approx. 10 000 ft) and 
growing. Growing because it has a 
tummy ache and every time it gets upset 
it spits more barren rocks into the air. 
It's upset at the moment!! I think it was 
the London Times that made the com
parison between Sicily's capital, Paler
mo, and Beiruit. Whoever made the 
quote said that the only difference be
tween Palermo and Beiruit was that 
Palermo has more guns!! I live in Paler
mol My name is Derek Kennedy and I 
am an Australian hang gliding pilot stay

Takeoff, Madonna della alto (Lady of Height) from comp HQ 

Ing in Sicily. 

I had a slight advantage over the locals 
at the beginning of the competition. 
They thought that perhaps all 
Australians fly like Rick Duncan or Steve 
Moyes. Thanks for the image. Truth is 
that I fly nowhere near as well as them 

and.1 quickly dismissed any of their mis
conceptions when I assembled my 
glider with the red sticks in the right 
hand side of my glider. Actually I 
started the competition with several dis
advantages. They were (1) how can an 
Australian win the Sicilian open? and (2) 
it's all well and good that Rick and Steve 
fly GTRs, but every local knows that 
GTRs don't work in Sicily. I fly a GTR! 
It was a foredrawn conclusion that a 
Sicilian flying a Hermes was going to 
win. I was an outcast and the odds were 
starting to stack up against me. 

10 000 ft is a respectable height I feel. 6 
105 ft is also good, that's where takeoff 
is, at the monastery of Madonna dell' 
Alto. Our Gracious Lady of Height is the 

Rival contemplates his strategy atop Madonna della Alto. Mt Etna, in 
hazy background was the day's turn point. Later that day it erupted. 
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translation. I think it fits although it 
sounds like a line from The Blues 
Brothers. I think that it's one of the 
golden rules never to go over the back 
with less than two and a half times the 
height of the mountain. Let's see, that's 
about 15 000 feet - oh well we generally 
left from the side of the mountain. 

The practice day was good. I was flying 
well and set a new record from this 
mountain. I got a little phased by the 
sight of Etna spitting barren rocks at me 
and toxic fumes giving the sun a funny 
green colour. Actually the rocks were 
landing 40 kms to the east of me and 
that sun was setting in the west. There
fore no barren rocks flying at me and no 
discoloured sun, but it makes the story 
sound good. I landed between the 
towns of Sperlinga and Nicosia. A 
minor war broke out between the local 
medias as to whether I was the property 
of Sperlinga or Nicosia. The local pilots 
looked at my glider???? 

Day 1 Round 1. The first day of spring. 
Dry, Hot??!! I get out of bed anxious for 
an early start. Strange how it feels cold 
and wet. Yesterday was hot and dry, 
but now it feels very cold and very wet! 
I guess that's how snow usually feels. 
Visibility is down to a good 3 m. We 
have a wimpish comp director, so he 
cancels the day on the grounds that 
launch is inaccessible. The conclusion 
must be that droughts attract vultures in 
the same way that hang glider comps 
attract bad weather. We spent that day 
wrapped in fifty layers of clothes and 
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FLASH2a 
AUSTRALIA's FIRST LEGAL TWO SEAT TRIKE! 

It's beautiful to look at, the quality of workmanship is superb and the finish is just dazzling ! 

First in its class in the Around Britain air race the Flash really is a winner. 

Standard equipment includes a streamlined shock strut suspension system, padded "bucket" seats, a sleek 
carbon fibre reinforced cockpit (available in your choice of colour), wheel spats, carby anti-ice, individual tool 
kit and map pockets, nosewheel drum brake, a "quiet kit" exhaust, bright polished aluminium throughout, 
and of course the Flash speed wing. 

Without doubt, the best Trike money can buy - the Flash ! 

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES 
SUNBURY AIRFIELD, SUNBURY, VICTORIA, 3429 

(03) 744-1305, 439-6083 AH, 431-1869 FAX 

Place a firm order for a FLASH 1ll.is month we will include for no extra charge ; /'~"'~----------------------"'\ 
f YES, THE FLASH IS LEGAL! I 

SPECIAL * FREE flight training with a qualified Trike instructor (up to 10 hours) 
* FREE pre delivery test flight 
* FREE owners protection pack, including; 

1. The UFM flat pack, 

o FFE R ! Together this represenlS over $570 of tree extra goodies at no addItiOnal cost I 

2. A Mr Funnel, 
3. One litre of 303 protectant, and 
4. A spare set of spark plugs. 

We believe the FLASH is the worlds most advanced weight shift controlled Ul
tralight. If you want the best and are not prepared to compromise on quality it's 
time you owned a Flash! 

- , J Many other brands of trikes are not type ap- I 
, proved, not legal and may never be legal. Be , I careful ; if the trike you plan to buy is not ap- I 
, proved under CAO 95.32 you can not fly it at , 
J all! Not two up or solo!! J , , 
, With a legal machine approved and recog- , I nised flight training is available, insurance is I 
_ available and you can legally take passengers. , 

l ' ~----------------~-~-----~/ 



Sicily, Hands Off ... cont' ... 

waddling through some old castles in 
the area. 

The beautiful thing about Sicily is that 
the people in the country are incredibly 
friendly. You'll remember that I said on 
the practice day I landed between Sper
linga and Nicosia. We went to the castle 
at Sperlinga. This particular castle may 
have originated 1400 Be and it has been 
modified and changed by every raider 
of Sicily in it's entire history. Believe me, 
there have been many; Phoenicians, 
Egyptians, Africans, Romans, Greeks, 
Germans, Americans and a few others. 
Actually that's how the Mafia started, it 
was a self initiated organization to 
protect Sicilian interests for Sicilians 
from foreigners or raiders. Mt Etna erupts as we check out the launch 
Anyway back to the castle, it was carved 
out of a mountain. It has many fiendish 
trap doors, secret rooms and prisons. 
There is still the stain of blood on the 
walls in one of the rooms where the 
spray of blood collected when 
prisoners' heads were cut off. Inciden
tally they let the heads roll into a hole in 
the ground. The hole is strategically 
placed in a doorway so that all visitors 
must step over the hole to enter. There 
are rooms that they know exist but to 
which they can't find the entrances. 
This castle is one of the most incredible 
things that I have ever seen. We were 
given a royal tour and at a local wine 
tasting at the finish of the tour we were 
asked why such a group of people were 
touring on such a miserable day. 
Proudly the comp director announced 
that we were hang glider pilots. I don't 

know if it was the local wine (more like 
rocket fuel) or the speed at which our 
guide whisked us out of the wine cellar 
cave, but my head was spinning. I think 
it was that wine. He rushed us out into 
the main street through Sperlinga. He 
looked upset! At the least he was ex
cited. He yelled something about a 
hang glider flying over Sperlinga. Being 
the only person to have flown over Sper
linga, all my ''friends'' pointed at me. I 
cowered!! He singled me out and stood 
me in the middle of the road, then 
proceeded to stop all the local traffic 
and said "That's him, the one who flew 
that thingy and landed in Sperlinga." I 
met the mayor of the town, who was 
insistent that I landed In Sperlinga and 
not that rat hole, Nicosia. All in all, after 
that, I was invited to dinner about 10 
times and given several bottles of wine, 

Looking back at 2000 years of history as we leave the western takeoff 
of MtGrande 
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which I gleefully gave away to my fellow 
pilots knowing that they would slip into 
a coma if they drank it. That's the way 
to reduce the opposition. 

The point to my sidetrack story is that 
flying in the countryside of Sicily is the 
most beautiful, pleasurable and friendly 
experiences that a hang glider pilot can 
have. Every time I landed out in Sicily, 
I was greeted by friendly locals offering 
me wine, food and often their houses. 
Hospitality in the countryside is like an 
open cheque book to hang gliding 
pilots in Sicily. 

Back to the harsh reality of comps. The 
pilots are friendly enough, but nobody 
wants a foreigner to win. Rather than 
recount the many spectacular flights 
over countless medieval towns and 
castles and thus bore the reader, I will 
instead recount the methods used over 
the four months of the comp to preserve 
the Sicilian open in Sicilian hands. Then 
you will understand the title of my story, 
"Sicily, Hands Off". 

On day 1 , I won the day, but a non-com
peting pilot flew further than me. Alas, 
the best I can do is second. Then when 
I started to get away, points-wise, I 
again flew the furthest on another not so 
good day. One of the wind techs who 
flew in better conditions earlier in the 
day landed further out than me. He was 
asked if he would now like to be in the 
competition. He responded yes, so all 
his previous days were counted and I 
again was given second place. Maybe 
sounds like a raw deal? Not if you're the 
wind tech. Still it's not as raw as simply 
having the day cancelled after 
everybody has flown, which is exactly 



A photo is a thousand words. This photo of goal says it all. 

(open window) at about 4.00pm. A late 
start, I know, but it was a strange day 
with a S.W. wind and many westerly 
faces in the direction of goal. The sun 
seemed to be cooking the faces. I was 
wrong. Most of the pilots had bombed 
and I was on my way down. A small 
thermal saved me and I left Castellana 
to go to Petralia Sottan (that's Italian for 
Petralia Down). Here I found a west 
face. I circled above the town for over 
one and a half hours with only 150 ft. 
The town is perched on top of a cliff. I 
was so low that I could have talked to 
the people in the plaza If I had the nerve. 
I didn't have the nerve because the land
Ing paddock at the bottom of the cliff 
didn't look as good as it did from Cas
tellana. I was fighting to stay aloft. After 
an hour the boredom set in, 100 m of 
cliff to soar and a little town to look at is 
not much fun. I'd lost radio contact with 
everyone so I assumed that they were 
miles away picking up other pilots. I 
started looking for other things to 
amuse myself with while l.waited for the 
big thermal or the sun to go down, 
whichever happened first. I saw the 
local rubbish tip and it was burningl 
With my low altitude I ventured out and 
scurried back every time I thought I was 
too low. Eventually I made the ultimate 
decision, I went all the way out over the 
tip and up I went. Up and up over 
Petralia Soprana (which Is Italian for 
Petralia Up), a rather appropriate name 

what happened the next time I landed 
out further than anyone else. This has 
got to be the ultimate strategy, listen to 
this. On a day that I thought would be 
invalid, I landed a few meters in front of 
anther pilot. I thought for sure it would 
be invalid or at best I would have scored 
an equal first since the separating dis
tance was so small. Think again, it was 
the local club president who landed 
nearby, but behind me. The trick here 
is to change the task after everybody 
has landed, thus putting the club presi
dent a few meters in front of any 
Australians who happen to have landed 
nearby. Second again! The winner of 
this comp for the last three years ob
viously knows all the tricks. Here's how 
he stays on top. He launches 2 hours 

after the window closes, he has a minor 
accident in the landing paddock that 
happens to be a vineyard. The poles 
that support the grape vines go clean 
through his sail. He argues that he 
should not be disqualified on the 
grounds that his glider was damaged on 
landing and besides he still has a 
chance to win if he is given reasonable 
points. He didn't even reach the land
ing paddock, in fact he flew slightly in 
the opposite direction of goal. He is 
given the points. It's probably not 
surprising to you that it's difficult to get 
ahead in the compo 

One day that I'll remember 
fondly is when I launched 
in the middle of the pack 

Aussie takes the Godfather trophy (alias Sicilian Cup) OUR small HANDLE 

IS YOUR ANSWER 
TO BIG PROBLEMS! 

Get a h andle on your safety. 
Call or write TODAY for details 
of a plane-saving parachu te to 
s u it your aircraft. Models 
available to fit all amateur 
bu ilt aircraft, ultralights 
and hang gliders. 

Avtex PlY LTD. 
Ballisuc Recovery Systems Division 
Ballina Airport. Ballina N.S.W. 2478 

Ph (066) 86 799 1 
Fax (066) 86 5506 
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Sicily, Hands Off ... cont' ... 

I thought. Over Petralia Soprana I hit 
the N.E. sea breeze and goal became a 
headwind task, with no easterly faces in 
the sun. In fact the sun was very low. It 
was a laborious climb and still no 
response from the radio, even at 8000 
ft. Later I was to find out that it was 
presumed I had crashed and was 
seriously Injured. The search had 
begun for me in all the wrong places. 
Regardless to say, my girlfriend was 
uneasy hearing this kind of talk. With 
max. height it's an L.D. glide to Mt. 
Corvo. Over Mt. Corvo and onto Gangi, 
a medieval town perched on top of a 
mountain, always good for a thermal. 
Unfortunately I'm approaching 
downwind with little height, so I must 
detour around a valley to more promis
ing hills. No luck and I'm going down. 
A last quick call on the radio, silence .... 
then an overjoyed female voice on the 
radio. It's Jenny asking if I'm alright and 
where am I. I tell them I'm east of Gangi. 
She tells me she's east of Gangi, they've 
searched all the landing paddocks, 
where the hell am I? "I'm still flying." 
Silence ... then gibberish in Italian. It's 
7.00pm, too late to be flying!! They spot 
me and in the late afternoon I land 10 
meters away from the recovery vehicle. 
I'm sure they'll disqualify me for landing 
too late or something like that, but I find 
out that another pilot has landed further 
than me so there is no need to take 
action against me. Instead I get second 
again. 

But that was the last official day of the 
comp and overall I have won with 
points. I am the Champ ... 1 think. 
They've always got something up their 
sleeves so the competition is extended 
for another month to give somebody 
else a chance to overtake me. I've flown 
constantly and the law of averages says 
I must fall soon! So it goes on. For the 
four months of the comp I never once 
won a day. But I once heard that con
sistency is more important than winning 
a particular day. In this comp that's the 
way I flew. I never won a single day, but 
what I did do was come second every 
day of the competition. So at the end of 
the comp when they had used every 
trick and changed every rule, my score 
was 149 pOints, the next best score was 
147 points. They still wanted to change 
the rules and give me equal second with 
a pilot who scored 146 points, but the 
buck must stop somewhere. I think 
maybe some of the middling pilots 
thought that all this chopping and 
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changing was 'over the 
top'. In a last effort bid to 
keep the cup in Sicilian 
hands, they delayed the 
presentation by three 
months, but reluctantly, 
seven months after the 
comp was started, on the 
22/10/89, the Cam
pionato Siciliano volo 
Llbero cup was given to 
me. It's the first time a for
eigner has placed In the 
comp, let alone won. 
Sounds a bit like the 
Americas Cup. 

Flying in Sicily with the lo
cals speaking two lan
guages (Italian and 
Sicilian) and their local The Launch Director makes me an offer I 
dialect can cause some can't refuse. 
amusing linguistic 
problems. One day I landed near a 
town that I thought was called 
'Coglione'. When asked where I had 
landed I proudly announced 'Coglione'. 
Instantly the locals were in fits of 
laughter. I didn't see the humour, so the 
next time they asked me I named the 
smaller village in which I had landed 
called 'Campofelice'. Where abouts is 
that they asked and I responded in my 
best Italian, "10 ho atterrato in Cam
pofelice vicino a Coglione." Again fits of 
laughter. I thought I had said, "I landed 
in Campofellce near Cogllone." In fact 
the town was called 'Corleone', not 
'Coglione', so the local translation is, "I 
landed at the happy gay near his (rear 
end)." Pardon the language, but that's 
the translation and that's what they were 
laughing at. Another time I landed at a 
place I thought was called 'Cacchio.' 
But when I told the others it elicited a 
strange response of "I'm sorry to hear 
that, you seem OK, how bad is the 
damage to the glider?" But I landed 
perfectly. Again you must look at the 
translation. I had said, "10 ho atterrato 
in Cacchio," which translates to, "I had 
a shit landing." 

It's the first time I've ever won a comp 
like this and I'd like to thank some 
people. Firstly my girlfriend, Jenny, 
who put up with some of my foulest 
moods every time the rules changed., I 
also would like to thank the person who 
taught me to fly, Richard Nevins and the 
people who have spent hours talking to 
me about flying cross country, they are 
Neil Mersham, Wayne Lee and Trevor 
Crane. 

I feel I must dedicate a paragraph to 
comp directors and immediately Ian 
Hird's name springs to mind. I remem
berwatching lan's brain going into con
vulsions and trying to escape through 
his nose as he tried to make vital 
decisions about launch conditions and 
so forth at the Australian Nationals. 
Small consolation to all comp directors, 
but I think that maybe Italians are a bit 
more pushy than your average 
Australian pilot. But the biggest prob
lem of running a comp on an island is 
the fickle wind conditions. Sea breezes 
can come from any direction at any 
time! One particular day the wind 
decided to waltz around all points of the 
compass. We obliged the wind for 
several hours by doing the four step 
with our gliders and constantly parking 
them in new places and directions. That 
was until the comp director, Mimo 
Saladino, had a heart attack and we 
spent the rest of the day burying him. 
Worse than that nobody flew! 

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!! 

DO A HANG CHECK BEFORE 
EVERY 

TAKE OFF 



The FAI advise that the following 
record claims have been made (Issue 
Jan 1990). Hang glider, paraglider 
and microlight-trike. 

1. Austrian Aero Club 

Class 0 (Hang glider) Subclass 03 
(Parascending) 
Distance - 76km 
Andre Bucher (Austria) 
Owens Valley 2a August 19a9 

2. Australian Sport Aviation Con
federation Inc 

Class 0 subclass 01 (Flexible mono) 
Category Feminine 
Distance via a single turnpoint -
a3.5km 
Judy Leden (UK) 
Forbes 14 January 1990 

3. National Aeronautic Assoc (USA) 

Class R (Microlight) 
Distance in a straight line without 
power - 25km 
Mike Brawner 
Mitchell A-10, 26 November 19a9 (a 
trike could beat this one!l) 

4. Aero Club of South Africa 

Class 0 subclass 03 (paraglider) 
Distance In a triangular course -
312km (maybe 31.2km?) 
Ch. Kratzner 
15 December 19a9 
Distance to a goal - 56km (the Forbes 
boys beat this one!) 

Distance in a straight line - 92km 
Gain of height - 31 OOm 
Z Gschwentener 17 December 19a9 

Don't forget your badge/record pack
age is available for $10 (Includes 
postage) from: 

Denis Cummings, 
PO Box 741, 
Byron Bay 2481. 

Notice to 
Paragliding Pilots 

If not currently registered as 
Paragliding pilots, please 
register immediately with 
HGFA. 

This is to allow us to notify ~ 
of upcoming events. 

HEADWIND FLIGHT SYSTEMS 

Byron Bay NSW since 1975 

EXPERT SAILMAKING & REPAIR 
* REPLACEMENT MILAR POCKETS - Any glider, any cloth. Improves Performance, Looks and Value 
* TRAILING EDGE REINFORCEMENT - Control Washout and eliminate flutter 

FRAME REPAIR SHOP 

* HANG LOOPS - Made to measure. 
* BAGS & PADDINGS - Protect your glider and stow your gear 
* PARACHUTE REPACKING & BRIDLE EXTENSION 

* FULL FRAME INSPECTION AND OVERHAUL. 
* REPLACEMENT TUBES & FITIINGS - Original parts and materials for all gliders. 
* REPLACEMENT RIGGING - All specifications and Sizes. 
* GLIDER TUNING, TRIMMING AND TEST FLYING. 

RESOURCES 
* PRIELER INTEGRAL RACE HARNESS - 30% LESS DRAG THAN A POOl This Superb German Quality harness is Guttesiegel certified and custom 
made from a huge selection of cloth colours and prints. Three quarter length frame gives total support and cleannness of line while the full length, 
free-flowing coil zipper and airforce belt buckles ensures security in the roughest air. Custom made side mount 'chute container and radio, camera 
and gear pockets. Two internal zippered gear pockets and a boot pouch are standard as is the leathe reinforced boot. Complete with steel 
carabiner 

FROM $800.00 Depending on options 
* "WEDGIE" VARIOMETER. Handmade by designer and Advanced pilot Mark Fisher, of Usmore. Features Auto Zero, Dual Scale [0 - 500 & 0-1000 
fpm] switchable in flight, Battery Level Test and Volume Control. The Wedgie is housed in a sturdy anodized case with an external battery clip and 
is fitted with a mounting bracket that will fit either airfoil or round uprights. Very responsive. 

$350.00 Including Guarantee. 
* DEALERS FOR MOYES GLIDERS & ENTERPRISE WINGS - Gliders and all accessories. 

FLIGHT TRAINING 
Student Certificate Course, Ridge Soaring Training, Thermalling practice and techniques, Theory Tuition and Rating Seminars. 
Fully accredited H.G.F.A Instructors. 

Sailmaker: Liz Ross. Airframes: Ian Hird. Instructors: Ian Hird and Neil Mersham 

Sailmaking and Airframe Repairs: (066) 847328 
Instruction: Ian Hird (066) 847 328 or Neil Mersham (066) 857 854 
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ATTENTION TRIKE PILOTS 

Implementation Of The HGFA Trike 
Registration And Pilot 

Licensi ng Scheme 

On 28 February 1990 the Civil Aviation 
Authority promulgated revisions to Civil 
Aviation Order (CAO) 95.10 and issued 
a new CAO 95.32 that amongst other 
things: 

Allows appropriately qualified HGFA 
members to act as pilot in command of 
trikes; 

Grants significant operational conces
sions, including operations to 5000 feet 
OTCA; 

Establishes airworthiness standards for 
the commercial manufacture of trikes 
including requirements for two place 
aircraft and aircraft intended to be used 
for the aerotow launching of hang 
gliders; 

Allows the carriage of passengers 
(provided no charge is made and the 
aircraft is approved for this purpose); 
and 

Allows approved powered hang gliders 
to be used for the aerotow launch of 
hang gliders. 

These new orders allow HGFA to ad
minister trikes that are owned and 
operated by HGFA members. It is im
portant to note that similar authority has 
also been given to the Australian 
Ultralight Federation (AUF). The pilot 
has the choice of which organisation he 
joins. 

The HGFA Powered Hang Gliding 
Operations Manual has been approved 
by the Civil Aviation Authority. 

Recent discussions have been held 
with the Australian Ultralight Federation 
to ensure that where possible the intro
duction of the requirements of these 
new CAOs can be coordinated. 

HOW DOES THIS 
AFFECT YOU? 
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Pilot Certification 

Full details of the requirements for issue 
of Pilot Certificates for new pilots are to 
be found in the Operations Manual. 

Grandfathering arrangements for exist
ing trike pilots are as follows: 

HGFA Trike Pilot Certificates will be is
sued, on application, to HGFA mem
bers who have accumulated a minimum 
of 25 hour powered hang glider ex
perience in the last 12 months , with a 
minimum of 3 hours of solo flight as pilot 
in command within the last 90 days prior 
to their application. Pilots issued with a 
certificate in this manner will be required 
to undergo a check flight by a HGFA 
Chief Flying I nstructor within six months 
of the Pilot Certificate issue date. It will 
be necessary to complete an applica
tion form (available from the HGFA Ad
ministrator) to initiate the issue of the 
Pilot Certificate prior to 1 September 
1990 to take advantage of these transi
tional arrangements. 

Aircraft Registration 

Arrangements have been made for the 
AUF to operate the HGFA portion of the 
Civil Aviation Aircraft Register for 
powered hang gliders. Application 
forms to initiate registration are also 
available from the HGFA Administrator. 

It will be possible to register all trikes 
satisfying the requirements of CAO 
95.10 or CAO 95.32. This effectively ex
tends, for HGFA members, the amnesty 
on trike registration that expired on 1 
September 1988. No extension will 
apply after 1 September 1990. (Looks 
like the last chance here chaps!) 

Training 

Central to the pilot training scheme, to 
established by HGFA, are Chief Flying 
Instructors. It will be obligatory for any 
school that wishes to train trike pilots to 
employ a Chief Flying Instructor who is 
responsible to CAA and the HGFA for 
the operation of the school. 

When the pilot training scheme is fully 
operational a CFI will normally be drawn 
from the ranks of existing Instructors 
and/or Senior Instructors. Formal train
ing courses will be established for the 
various levels of Instructor. 

To enable a network of Chief Flying 
Instructors to be established without 
delay negotiations are currently being 
conducted with Skylink Systems for the 
establishment of a CFI Training Course. 

This intensive course will utilise instruc
tors with vast experience in the training 
of trike pilots and instructors from 
Britain. It is intended to run this course 
over approximately two weeks in mid 
June 1990. Those pilots who wish to 
establish recognised training facilities 
which requires a CFI must contact Chris 
Brandon, without delay, for further 
details. This initial course is limited so 
phone early to make your reservation. 

Responsibility 

The new CAOs represent a significant 
step forward in increased operational 
concessions for both powered hang 
gliders and ultralights. With this 
freedom also comes additional respon
sibility, ... additional administrative 
responsibility for both HGFA and the 
AUF and additional responsibility for 
members of both sports aviation or
ganisations to operate in harmony with 
aviation at large. 

LETS ALL GET LEGAL! 

Chris Brandon (049) 499199 

Convenor HGFA Powered Hang Glider 
Committee 



< Mike Mahoney, Thredbo Resort Manager, presents the 
Kosciusko-Thredbo Cup for the National Champion to Ian 
Ladyman - photo by Stuart Andrews. 

A Thierry Barboux, below and Brian Webb, Brigth Vic, above 
soaring at Mt Ramshead - photo by Stuart Andrews 

< Thierry Barboux, France, R. winner of the Bolle Trophy for the 
Australian Master of Paragliding with David Ward-Smith, England, 
runner up - photo by Stuart Andrews. 

paragliders 
We stock the following canopies 

• Airwave Black Magic ~ the safest intermediate canopy 
• Airman Edei ~ popular high performance canopy 
• Skyline AC22 ~ for performance and handling 
• CXC Nova ~ Germany's hottest canopy 

• conversion courses for HG pilots 
• courses for complete beginners 
• paragliding towing instruction 

equipment 
• custom made harnesses 
• backup system adapted to harnesses 
• Brauniger and Afro paragliding instruments 
• clothing ~ flight suits, T shirts and sweatshirts 

:::.: .. ':::::.;:.:-

46 George Avenue Bulli ""::'NSW2G1G.!,il::I!i:!"!I:!!!::!jl::!::":::: 
tel: (042) 674570' fax: , ()4~J6li1'Q,'r::\'« 
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Aches and Pains In Hang Gliding Part 2 
by Brian Hampson, Sports Physiotherapist 

SHOULDER PAIN 

. In the last article I covered neck pain, 
why it occurs, how it may be prevented 
and managed. Now I'll do the same 
with shoulder pain. 
The shaded area on the body diagram 
shows the typical areas in which pain 
can be experienced with shoulder 
problems caused by activities such as 
hang gliding. This pain may only be 
noticed as a dull ache, but with persist
ent aggravation, it may become almost 
Intolerable during the demanding times 
In the air. If the area does become 
painful during flying it will undoubtedly 
get worse with longer flights or with 
multiple flights over a few days. This 
problem can become chronic if not at
tended to. 

WHY SHOULDER PAIN OCCURS 

As for neck pain, shoulder pain will 
usually occur from overuSe of muscles 
which are unaccustomed to the activity. 
When we are doing steep turns, ego 
thermalling, much of the control is ap
plied by rotating the shoulders in an 
outward direction (external rotation) on 
the high side and pulling inwards (inter
nal rotation) on the low side of the turn. 
In a very steep turn we push these 
movements to the very limit of available 
range. We rarely do these movements 
in normal daily living so we are grossly 
unprepared to provide such strength in 
this position are the ones causing many 
of the shoulder problems. The muscles 
and their tendons may become in
flamed (tendinitis) and cause excruciat
Ing pain and loss of function. This 
inflammation may continue for hours to 
days after flying causing continued pain 
and weakness. Weakness of the 
muscles means that they are even less 
prepared for the activity and greater 
damage may occur. With continued 
use and aggravation the disorder may 
continue for weeks, months or even 
years. 
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The best position for the shoulder to 
work is with the base bar 
directly under the nose. If it is 
too far forward or backward 
the muscles are placed at a 
disadvantage and 
predisposes them to injury. 
Therefore, faulty bar or hang 
position may add to shoulder 
problems. Although glider 
design has advanced 

dramatically in the last decade allowing 
lighter control characteristics, little 
change has been made to the actual 
control apparatus - ie. the base bar. 
Although the speed bar allows for ease 
with faster flying it does little to change 
the ergonomics of control. If the control 
bar had fixed to it an extra control, ego 
similar to the new design of racing cycle 
handle bars, which flared forward, the 
bar could be pulled in to increase 
speed while the hands could be 
moved forward to suit the pilot. At 
the moment we are up there with 
glider performance but lagging be
hind with pilot comfort. 

Another cause of shoulder discom-
fort, other than overuse, is im
balance between muscle strength 
and flexibility. These imbalances 
are often caused by poor postural 
habits. The muscles at the front of 
the shoulder and chest tend to be 
tight and sufficiently strong in most 
people while the muscles behind the 
shoulder and back tend to be weak and 
lengthened. If muscle imbalances 
exist, certain muscles are forced to 
work too close to their limits of strength 
and length and become strained. Such 
Imbalances can be corrected by doing 
the correct stretching and strengthen
ing exercises. 

PREVENTION 

A. PREPARATION 

1. General strengthening program. ego 
like you might do if you go to a gym for 
a workout. This will help but you will 
need to add the specific strengthening 
exercises that follow to do the job 
properly. Having strength means that 
some activities are performed much 
easier. However, having the strength to 
lift a 100 Ib barbell above your head 
does not mean that pushing your glider 

control bar to the side will be any easier. 
Training must be SPECIFIC. 

2. Specific strengthening exercises. 
These exercises should be don 3-4 
times each week on and off season and 
can be done at home using light weights 
or bags filled with sand. 

a. External rotations (fig 1.) This is one 
exercise which closely approximates 
the movement pattern required in turn
ing a glider. It Strengthens the muscles 
which rotate the arm outwards. 
- side lying 
- elbow by side and remains by side 
throughout 
- let the weight drop ~ then raise it 
as far as possible. Lower slowly and 
repeat. 
- try 3-4 sets of 10 exercises, alternating 
arms between sets. Fig. 1 

b. Prone flyes (fig 2.) Strengthens back 
of shoulders blades. It is also a good 
back and neck exercise. 
- lie prone on a table or bench 
- small weight only is needed 
- small bend in elbow and elbow 
remains locked in this position 
throughout 
- pull elbows up and out while pulling 
shoulder blades back together 
- hold shoulder blades together for 2 
secs and lower slowly 
- 3-4 sets of exercises 

C. Rubber bike tube (no diagram sorry) 
This exercise is probably the most im
portant as it is the most specific to flying. 
- attach bike tube to wall at bench height 
- lie prone on bench 
- imagine bike tube is base bar and hold 
it in a normal position for your flying 
position beneath the bench. Pull the 
tube to the side away from the wall. If 
this feels too easy move the bench fur
ther from the wall so the tube is 



stretched more, or add 2 or more tubes. 
- 3-4 sets of 10 exercises 
- to work other side turn around so your 
head is up the other end of the bench. 
The tubes may be replaced by a pulley 
with weights. F' 2 Ig. 

3. Stretches for the shoulder area. If 
muscles are tight they are more readily 
put on stress by reaching the end of 
their available range of movement ear
lier in a given movement. If you have 
tight muscles it is a good idea to stretch 
then out. You can usually see notice
able changes in muscle length within 
3-4 weeks of commencing a stretching 
program. Stretching also has the short 
term effect of better preparing a muscle 
for exercise and helps prevent injury. 

While stretching a muscle you should 
not feel pain, only a mild but slightly 
uncomfortable sensation. I suggest a 
minimum time depends on how much 
time you have and how tight the muscle 
is. I sometimes stretch a tight muscle 
for up to 10 mins. 

The following are stretches for muscles 
which commonly tighten up around the 

shoulder and which often help relieve 
shoulder soreness. 

a.Shoulder rotators. (fig 3) This Is done 
by trying to reach the hands together 
behind the back. If you can't get the 
hands together then try the stretch in fig 

4. using a towel. Once the hands are 
connected pull the upper hand upwards 
to stretch the opposite shoulder. 

b. Pectoral/chest stretch. Figures 5 and 
6 show different variations of this 
stretch. Place hand flat against a wall 
and rotate your body away from that 
side until a stretch is felt across the 
chest, shoulder and upper arm. If pins 
and needles are felt down the arm or 
into the hand, this means that the nerves 
are .also tight and need stretching in the 
same way. The arm can be placed 
above the head (fig 5) or at shoulder 
height (Fig 6). Fig 7 shows both sides 
being stretched at once and is best 
done in a doorway. 

c. Side stretch. (fig 8) Stretch one side 
at a time. Hold one hand forward and 
pull the body back away from that hand. 
Pull the bum back also, turning it away 

from the side being stretched. Keep 
trying variations of this stretch until a 
stretch is felt In the shaded area In fig 8. 

d.Slde stretch standing. (flg.9) Pull the 
elbow as far as possible behind the 
head and bend to the side to Increase 
the stretch. Hold the stretch steady. 

4. posture. Maintain good posture at 
all times. Poor upper body posture can 
effect the functioning of the muscles 
around the shoulder girdle and 
predispose them to injury. Read the 
posture section In the last article on 
neck pain for more Information. 

B. INFLIGHT 

1. Bar position. In trim It Is Ideal to have 
the base bar just In front ofthe nose. As 
most turns are done with a little speed, 
the bar Is brought back under the nose 
and in a good position for the shoulder 
to work. However, gliders are built ac
cording to pilot weight, with no con
sideration for the height of the pilot. 
Therefore, the bar position In trim for a 
6'3 pilot will differ greatly to ihat of a 5'2 
pilot even though their weight may be 
Identical. If your base bar position 
seems wrong for you and appears to be 
effecting your flying, see the manufac
turer about changing the A-frame posi
tion by changing the length of the 
undersurface wires. A speed bar may 
also be helpful here as it gives the pilot 
a little better choice of hand position. 

2. When banking hard - pull your weight 
over with the Inside arm 
(allowing the large chest muscles to do 
the work), and try not to push too much 
( ... continued Page 18 ... ) 
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ALPINE PARAGLIDING 
Brian and Nikki Webb 

PO Box 3, Mill Road, Bright 3741 
Tel 057-551 753 
Fax 057-551677 

Paraglider Professionals 
Professional, full time training for Paraglider pilots. 

Expert, HGFA qualified, paragliding instructors with extensive Australian and European experience. 
Ab-initio or advanced coaching to HGFA standards. 

Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding centre of Australia. 
The Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. 
Now the same superb facilities are available for Paragliding. 

Bright already boasts a superb 1500' Paragliding site directly overlooking the town and a 900' site 
now opened, both facing the valley winds. 3000' Mt Emu is ideal for XC or recreational pilots. World 

famous Buffalo will soon be available for more experienced pilots. 

The Bright area is proud to offer you over ten 500 +' Paragliding sites in the immediate area with 
more sites being opened all the time. 

Paragllde at Bright, 7 days a week, phone now for an information pack. 

6 day Paraglider recreational certification course $660 
4 day Paraglider to Hang glider conversion course $440 
2 day Hang glider to Paraglider conversion course $220 
2 day Paraglider Introduction $220 
2 day Paraglider Thermalling and XC course $220 
Tow courses POA 
Tandem course POA 

Paraglider, varia, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily. 

The HGFA Paragliding Recreational licence has recently been introduced. This is the licence 
recommended by the HGFA for the safety of Paraglider pilots. There are many Paraglider pilots who 
started flying before this licence was available. Alpine Paragliding will gladly help all those pilots to 

reach the Recreational licence standard, at a reduced rate. Please contact us for details. 
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Paragliding Sales Shop 
APCO Hilite 11- Intermediate to Advanced 

Fluoro colours - pink, green or yellow 

23 square metres 50-80 kg pilot weight 
25 square metres 60-100 kg pilot weight 
28 square metres 80-130 kg pilot weight 

1.3 m/s sink rate, LJD 6+, Aspect ratio 3.43 

Beautiful paragllder to fly, very forgiving and docile In strong 
Australian conditions, quick and flat In turn. Drachenflleger report 
that this Is the best sink rate around. The Hllite has 21 cells, a fully 

open leading edge and uses mylar Inserts rather than battens. 

Easy ground handling from this high performance canopy and adJus
table In-flight trimmers on the back risers. 

Carries the German DHV Guteslegel. 

$2,881 including the back pack bag 

APCO Speedstars - Beginners to Intermediate 

Fluoro colours - yellow, green, turquoise, pink 

24 square metres 50-80 kg pilot weight 
27 square metres 70-100 kg pilot weight 

1.6 m/s sink rate, LJD 5+, Aspect ratio 3.8 

Stability and performance, the right combination for building hours 
and experience. A superb coastal and Inland starter with the glide 

and sink rate to help you use a wide variety of sites. 

German Guteslegel pending, tested by Alpine Paragliding test pilots. 

$1,999 including the back pack bag 

Falhawk Athlete - Advanced 

19 square metres 
22 square metres 
24 square metres 
27 square metres 
30 square metres 

45-65 kg pilot weight 
55-75 kg pilot weight 
65-85 kg pilot weight 
75-95 kg pilot weight 
90-150 kg pilot weight (tandem) 

1.5 m/s sink rate (est), LJD 5.7, Aspect ratio 3.66 

Performance at a premium. Ultimate Paragllder, Incredible speed 
range, superb handling, amazingly resilient and recoverable In 

strong turbulence. Fully battened leading edge with gauzed cells. 
True XC machine. 

$3300 

ABC of Paragliding 

A definitive text book concisely written In English. It uses lots of 
photographs and humorous sketches to cover all aspects of 

Paragliding. 

$29.50 + $2.50 postage 

Harley Contrail - Intermediate 

Fluoro colours - turquoise and yellow 

21 square metres 45-65 kg pilot weight 
24 square metres 55-85 kg pilot weight 
27 square metres 80-100 kg pilot weight 

1.5 m/s sink rate, LJD 5.5, Aspect ratio 3.10 

English version of the Edel/Aero/Ace, same versatile speed range, 
glider and stability. A good canopy to build hours on. Two closed 
on each tip and a battened leading edge eke performance from a 

very clean wing. A performing canopy at a premium price. 

Tested by Alpine Paragliding test pilots. 

$2,239 Including the back pack bag. 

Black Magic - Beginners to Intermediate 

Fluoro colours - yellow, orange, turquoise, pink 

22 square metres 45-60 kg pilot weight 
24 square metres 55-75 kg pilot weight 
27 square metres 70-100 kg pilot weight 

1.6 m/s sink rate (est), LJD 5+ (est), Aspect ratio 3.63 

The usual Airwave quality and care again provide a durable product 
for safe flying. A stable performing canopy pilots who want reassur

Ing airtime. A colourful canopy for the ambitious beginners. 

Carries the German DHV Guteslegel, tested by Alpine Paragliding 
test pilots. 

$2,370 including the back pack bag and superb Airwave 
harness 

APCO Reserve - Pulled apex emergency system 

I fly paragllders and hang gliders nearly every day, I wouldn't con
sider flying without a reserve parachute. It's the only real Insurance 

you can take out. Packed flat or round. 

$526 

Davron 200 + Twin AltimeterNario 

Very small, compact Paragliding/Hang gliding preCision Instrument, 
comes In fluoro pink, yellow, blue or grey. Attaches to the thigh 

with elastlcated velcro for easy, practical use. 

Two altlmetres + varlo up and down, optional up only. Very small, 
light and sturdy. I replaced my Ball 651 with one of these and I 

haven't regretted It. Climb with the best of them. 

$649 

Brauniger Instruments 
Precision German Electronics 

Purpose built paragliding Instruments 

Altl/varlo deluxe LCD $840 
Altl/prlnt (Electronic barograph) $890 
Altl/varlo $585 
Varlo $339 

APCO Dreams $1400 
Very stable canopies for pilots who want care free flying. We use these as advanced trainers during school, confident In their reliability. 

Sure footed for coastal soaring and high flights. Ideal for schools or beginners. 

5 In stock, all 28 square metres and In good condition. 

Airwave Black Magic $1999 
24 square metre demonstration paragllder In excellent condition 

Charly Edel $1495-1995 
One 24 and one 27 square metres. Good condition. Intermediate paragllders. 

Falhawk Athlete 10.5 $2,400 
25 square metre demo canopy 

I will not sell a paraglider to anybody who does not have a Recreational Paragliding Certificate. 
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Aches and Pains ... cont ... 
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with the outside arm. (This works the 
small and unprepared rear shoulder 
muscles. 

3. Relax shoulders - every now and 

Fi9'8~ 
- ~.".-

then while flying, roll them for
wards/backwards in circles to keep the 
muscles loose and maintain good 
blood circulation. 

Fig. 9 

4. Harness - should be comfortable and 
secure so that excess work is not re
quired to maintain the desired posi
tion/attitude. Read Rick Duncans 
article on harnesses a few Issues ago. 

C. AFTER FLIGHT 

1. Watch posture while packing up and 
driving home. When tired, we can be
come careless with posture and this Is 
when a lot of aches and pains begin. 

Fig. 10 

Q"I:.- nee ~ """";>, \ ),J":-:(' .... 
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2. 1Lsore. - repeat preflight/preparation 
stretches. If one stretch appears to find 
the tender area then this Is the stretch 
to concentrate on. Do this stretch very 
lightly but often. 

MANAGEMENT OF SHOULDER 
PROBLEMS 

If the shoulder muscles are really painful 
during flying and are getting worse with 
each flight, it may be a good idea to rest 
them for a few days while starting some 
active treatment. This means keeping 
muscles stretched and moving rather 
than putting the arm In a sling. Immobi
lizing a limb can cause other problems 
due to stiffness and decreased circula
tion. 

An effective technique for treating most 
muscle injuries includes: 
~ the area and surrounding areas. 
Crushed ice wrapped in a moist towel is 
best. Apply for 20 mins on/20 mins off. 
If the area Is acutely painful and swollen 
repeat this cycle 6-8 times a day. Be 
careful of ice burns and funny skin reac
tions. 

Gentle movement of the affected area. 
ego slowly circuling the shoulder to keep 
it loose. 

Gentle stretching try many stretches 
until you find the best stretch to apply 
tension to the injured muscles. Stretch 
gently but often at first and increase the 
intensity of stretch when the pain begins 
to subside. 

Example of a treatment regime: for a 
strain of the pectoral muscle (front of 
the chest). 

Day 1. 

~ - crushed ice wrapped in wet towel 
placed over that side of the chest for 20 
mins. 
Gentle movement - lie on back while 
applying the Ice and gently move the 
arm up and down as if doing a bench 
press. Let the arm fall below the 
shoulder to apply a gentle tension on 
the pec muscles. Do this for the last 10 

mins of Icing. 
Gentle stretch - do stretches fig 5 and 6 
gently holding the stretch for 2 mins 
each following icing. Do each stretch 
several times over the next 20 mins. If 
you have time and the strain Is quite 
bad, repeat this routine on the hour for 
4-5 hours. 

Days 2 and 3. 

Treat as for day 1 but be a little more 
aggressive with stretching. 

Day 4 onwards. 

There is probably no need for icing at 
this stage as the inflammation should 
have stopped. Now heal. can be ap
plied, ego hot shower, hot water bottle, 
ray lamp, etc., to warm the area before 
stretching. 

Gentle exercise - to warm area up. ego 
circling arms for 5-10 mins. 

Stretch - nice and hard and for long 
periods to prevent the muscles from 
healing short and tightening up. ego 10 
min stretches 3-4 times a day. It Is a 
good idea to warm this area up well 
prior to exercise for the next few weeks 
to help prevent further damage before 
healing is complete. 

Massage - to the area from day 3 on
wards will help to accelerate healing 
and relieve pain and tightness. 

The next article will cover back discom
fort which I'm sure many pilots suffer 
from at some stage. Feedback on these 
articles would be much appreciated. 

~ 
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by Mike Duffield 

Well at last I've flown at Stanwell Park. 
I've heard so much about this hang-glid
ing site that I decided to drag my family 
up with me to see what this place had 
to offer. We casually drove up from 
Geelong via · the Hume Highway and 
arrived at Bald Hill take off late in the 
day. A howling southerly greeted us. 
Tony Armstrong was flying two-up (as 
usual) and did a nice top landing with a 
few of us assisting by grabbing his kite 
to stop him from going up again. I was 
told that the wind was guaranteed to 
moderate tomorrow so I decided to for
feit a bumpy flight today for the change 
of a more enjoyable one tomorrow. I 

mentioned that I was looking for a place 
to stay and was invited to a back-pack
ers hostel by the Japanese fellow 
named Kazami. He was also a H.G. 
pilot and intended to clock up a few 
hours flying in Australia and then in 
America before starting his new job in 
Tokyo as a Motor Car Designer. 

The Hostel turned out to be an old but 
comfortable house, with ocean views 
out the front window and towering cliffs 
out the back, which the owner was/is 
renovating. I would recommend this 
place to any interstate pilots intending 
to fly at Stanwell as it is only 10 minutes 
from take off and at $10 per night is 
good value. We only intended staying 

.·· .•. · .. g.'.'cI@r' ••.•••• ···.·.· 

a couple of nights but ended up staying 
for seven. 

I awoke early In anticipation the next 
morning and looked out the front win
dow to feel a southerly breeze on my 
face and watched the white caps form
ing. In a flash I was up, dressed, fed and 
dragging the wife and boy out the door. 

A20 mph southerly was blowing atT.O. 
so after consulting with the local pilots 
about the weather conditions and 
'Rules' for flying here, I didn't hesitate to 
set up and was soon stepping off the hill 
into the rising air. It wasn't long before 
other pilots joined me, Kazumi being 
one of them, and I enjoyed the change 

• Magic Kiss now available in two sizes, the 154 
and the NEW 144, for lighter pilots 

• the lightest high,performance gliders available 
• full range of Airwave spares at competitive prices 
• all Airwave gliders, harnesses and paragliders 

are Giittesiegal certified 

.l1arnesses . 
we sell the following: 
• FutureWings "Flashlite" compact harness 
• Airwave "Race" competition harness 

.. :: .. :.::.::::.<::.~:~::::::::::::::~:)~::::-:::::::::::;:::::::;:::::;::::. -.::. ,':.;:, ::;: ... : .. ;:;:::;::;::: 

accessories 
• backup parachutes by Apco, Condor, P.A. 
• instruments by Afro, Braiiniger, Skywatch 
• flight suits, T shirts and sweatshirts 

FllJ"llJRlE 
.. .. .. ..•.. ......... . .. .. .. ~. --

4$ George Aveh(!e BUni,~;;i5'I !~ ; 
tel: :(042) 674570)'ai: (042l68' .~:Ql '; · 

. ..... : .. _.- . 

WINTER SPECIALS! 
gliders 
-154 KISS NEW, reduced to clear 
-154 KISS v. low hours, race cloth 
-154 KI SS excell ent condition 
- 177 Magic IV good for two-ups 
-165 Sabre all dacron sail, low hours 

$4,000 
$3,500 
$3,000 
$1,000 

$850 

harnesses 
- KLAFSKY original to suit 5'8" pilot 
- FLASH plate harness for 5'6" 
- FLASH bar harness WITH NEW CHUTE 
- FLASH Lite harness to suit 5'8" pilot 

$500 
$600 
$750 
$550 
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There and BackAgain ... cont ... 
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in scenery from the familiar coastal sites 
In victoria. After 2hrs I was tiring so I 
washed off height over the township 
and landed on the beach. After a bite to 
eat I was keen to launch again as the 
wind had swing around to the S.E this 
meant that I may be able to fly over the 
gap and soar the cliffs that stretched for 
miles to the south. 

I launched and gained height quickly 
and proceeded to fly across the gap. I 
reached the other side about 100' under 
the ridge and had to make a few beats 
to try to get back into the lift. It was hard 
work as the wind was off a long way and 
starting to moderate. I was in no danger 
as the beach was in view in case I had 
to bomb out but that swooping, 
squawking crow didn't help my con
centration much. I finally got to about 
100' above the ridge but lift was light by 
this time. I decided to press on a I 
thought this might be the last chance I 
got to fly here. I had to fly out to sea to 
cross the gap at Coal cliff but once again 
lost height and found myself 100' below 
the ridge again. Oh! Oh! There was 
bugger all wind down here and try as I 
might I couldn't gain height. By now the 
beach was out of sight and I was 
desperately looking for a place to land. 
I headed still further south hoping that I 
would gain height but it wasn't to be. 
Another beach came into view which 
gave me added courage so I pressed 
on further. I actually flew 8km li.ke this 
sometimes flying not more than 50' 
above the trees. As the ridge was get
ti~g further away from the sea I thought 
that I had better head for yet another 
small beach to land on before I was too 
far back to make the distance. Surpris
ingly, as I approached the beach at 80', 
I flew over the primary cliff and felt lift. I 
turned downwind and followed this 
ridge maintaining about 50' above it. 
Zoom! It was exciting flying very fast at 
this low height. To my delight I made it 
back to Stanwell, raced down the 
beach, turned back into the wind and 
landed safely. Phew! The flight had 
taken only 1 hr, but seemed a lot longer. 

My wife had been racing up and down 
the coast road trying to find me as we 
had lost radio contact 20 minutes into 
the flight. We finally met up and I told 
her of my adventure as we drove back 
to T.O. It was now 4.30 in the afternoon 
and the wind had settled into a 15 
mph + easterly. I couldn't resist the 
temptation so I told my wife that I 
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promised not to fly too far or too long as 
it would be dark goon anyway. I'm glad 
I did fly again. The air was as smooth 
as silk. It was very relaxing flying in the 
last remaining hours of daylight. I top 
landed after an hour and couldn't wipe 
the smile from my face. 

The following day the wind was blowing 
from the N.E. and was pretty strong. 
Tony and Kazumi flew at hill 60 but I 
opted to spend the day being a tourist. 
In fact I ended up spending the next four 
days visiting zoos and aquariums and 
taking ferry ridges etc, as the wind 
wasn't being very co-operative. 

Life most japanese, Kazumi had the 
latest electronic gear, in this case a min
iature video recorder and camera which 
he could mount on his glider. I spend 
hours watching his 2" color screen of 
gliders flying the beautiful mountain 
sites of japan. Kazumi insisted that the 
ridge soaring in Australia was better 
than back in his home country. 

The forecast at last was for S-S.E winds 
and once again I enjoyed an early morn
ing flight on the last day of our trip. By 
the afternoon the wind was a steady S.E 
and I decided that this was definitely my 
last chance to fly those big cI iffs. Cross
ing the gap this time was easy, I had 
300' above the ridge at coalcliff and 
continued south gaining height all the 
way. It was great to be up there at last 
looking down on the scene that only a 
few days ago had seen my struggling to 
stay in the air. I reached the Bulli Pass 
without much effort but suddenly the air 
became extremely bumpy with small 
gutsy thermals pumping up the face. I 
tried to work them but was tossed all 
over the place, not having much ex
perience at thermal flying. I reached a 

height in excess of 2000' at sublime 
point and continued south to Wool on
gong. I eventually reached Mt. Kiera 
11/2 hours after take off. The view was 
fantastic but the smoke billowing out of 
the stack at Part Kembla Steel Works, 
and blowing into my face, wasn't so 
pleasant. I turned north and had a lazy 
flight back to Stanwell Park which was 
some 22km away. Finally I landed back 
on top and reflected on that memorable 
flight as I packed up my kite. 

What a great trip it turned out to be, I 
clocked up over 9hrs airtime in two 
days. I must thank the local pilots for 
the use of their site and helpful advice, 
and remind anyone from interstate to 
contact them before flying there. 

PS. For anyone interested in staying at 
the Coledale beach-house the address 
is: 658 Lawrence Hargrave Drive, 
Coledale 2515. Phone Ross or Sandy: 
(042) 674-764. 

Heinz Gloor soars his lTV 
Sa hire at Mt Ramshead 



1. Site: Spion Kop, 15k S-SW 
Date: 4 January, 1990 
Pilot experience: not enough obviously (60h) 
Glider: Aero 170 
Pilot rating: Idiot 
Glider damage: Bent RH leading edge 
Injuries: sore ankle 

Description: Daryl and I drove down to Spion 
and though it was 'on', nobody else was there. 
We proceeded to set up and Daryl prepared to 
launch. We also had a skeg, Pat, to help us 
launch, so after Daryl took off, he was holding 
my glider while I did a preflight and hang check. 

I was then ready to take off, but I remembered 
my instruments which I recently bought and 
wanted to use. So I hopped out of the glider 
wearing my harness and got them out of the car. 
Getting back into the glider, I screwed on the 
instruments and proceeded to the front of the hill 
with Pat on the side wire. 

It was fairly blowy this day, so the glider was well 
and truly flying by the time I got near the edge. 
Dipping the rose and running hard into the take 
off, I executed what would have been a perfect 
launch, HAD I BEEN CLiPPEP IN. Suddenly 
finding myself about fifty feet above the great 
ocean road hanging onto the downtubes, diving 
really fast, I felt pretty stupid. 

In this position there is no way to control the 
glider's pitch, but slight roll control is retained. 
Only problem is you only get one turn, as once 
the glider is turning it is impossible to unroll, so 
I turned to the right (into the wind) and by this 
time I was just about on the beach. The whole 
flight from T.O. to primary dunes took about 3-4 
seconds as the glider dives really fast. 

The RH leading edge hit the ground first and 
subsequently broke. I hit the ground next, land-

SKYLIMIT 
SPORTS AVIATION 
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ing more or less on my feet and rolling across 
the sand. By all counts, I suppose I should be 
dead, but that's just the way it goes sometimes. 
Needless to say I learned more than a little this 
day, but as is usual with me I had to learn the 
hard way. 

James McGinty 

2. Analysis of an Accident 

During the Corryong Cup, one pilot had the 
misfortune to blow a takeoff and was quite 
seriously injured. I was not on the hill when the 
accident happened but I saw it three times on a 
regional TV news - including twice in slow mo
tionl Whilst the news report attributed the acci
dent to "a sudden gust of wind", it was clear to 
me that the real cause was a stall on takeoff 
caused mainly by the pilot's failure to rotate the 
nose down sufficiently during the takeoff run and 
also, at least partly, due to a fairly weak run. 
Rather than concentrate this article on this par
ticular accident, I thought I would examine 
a) the criticality of nose angle during and at 
takeoff and 
b) the possible effect of harness type on a pilOt's 
takeoff technique. 

The pilot who crashed at Mt. Mittamatite 
launched from a ramp on a fairly steep site; he 
was also wearing a pod harness. From the rear 
view, it seemed that his stance was fairly upright; 
the nose angle was so high that the keel was 
almost touching the ramp and he sort of 
'trundled' off the edge rather than 'driving' off -
like a Rugby forward surging into a ruck. The 
sketch shows a typical airflow pattern coming up 
the face of a ramp or cliff launch site such as 
Mittamatite. Obviously, at a nice round hilltop 
site such as Stanwell Park, the airflow is flatter or 
more 'horizontal'; therefore, with the keel form· 

presents THE 

Ing a given angle with the horizon (whether too 
high, low or just right), the angle of attack will be 
much greater at the sheer or steep site. In the 
Corryong accident, the glider simply stalled right 
off the edge of the ramp, with the nose rotating 
over in a desperate attempt at recovery. Unfor
tunately, the ground got in the way. This was a 
clear demonstration of the fact that angle of 
attack is the main factor in stalls, not necessarily 
airspeed. In other words, a hard run with the 
nose way too high will not guarantee a success
fullaunch. 

To sum up on this point then, I would like to pass 
on the advice of (I think) Clive Gilmour, who 
many years ago, when rigid batten gliders came 
out and a different takeoff technique was re
quired, told me to pick a 'target' on the ground 
(or water) out In front of launCh well below the 
horizon and aim for it. The steeper the site, the 
lower should be the aiming point, relative to the 
horizon. At sites such as Mt. Kelra and Buffalo, I 
have often advised first-timers to "dive off" into 
the airflow/thermal which is coming up the face. 

Sol, we know we should keep the nose down on 
takeoff but how is that best achieved. This 
brings me to the point about pod harnesses (with 
just one suspension point) as against the older 
style hammocks with shoulder straps, main 
suspension etc. I was once advised (I don't 
remember by whom), to "pull the glider along 
behind me as I ran", using the shoulders to keep 
the nose down, in other words to help control 
pitch, whilst your hands mainly kept the wings 
level. Of course, this is more difficult with a pod 
harness as the suspension point is somewhere 
near the small of your back, so as you run, it is 
harder to exert leverage on the keel. However, it 
can be done by getting your upper body even 
further through the A-frame and more horizontal. 
A perfect example of this was the Enterprise 

SPEEDLINE 
CUSTOM HARNESS 

true jacket style entry total sUfPort frame 
in flight A of A adjust interna & external storage 

Features: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

camera pouch radio mounts 
tow loops modern styling 

__ ..L.....--/ __ -<==-.---d---,/.U!--==~~~~ 

* Designed by Forrest Park of Air Support 
Rick Duncan - '88 World's Champion states in November '89 Skysailor in 'Harness Comparison' -
"My last 30 hours flying time were spent in a Speedline and I find it to be the ~ compromise". 

Manufactured under Skylimit Sports Aviation, where attention to quality and precision limits mass production, thus each 
custom harness receives the detail that sets it apart from the others. 

2 Models: Modell with external teardrop storage (above) 
Model 2 with full internal storage 

Also custom made and improved model pods. 

Enquiries: Joe Scott (Skylimit) 
Lot 2, Goulds Lane, Clybucca 
Phone: 065 650042 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Wings ad, on the inside front cover of a recent 
issue of Skysailor; the pilot - Herbie Khur - is at 
full stretch running down the hill ·with his upper 
body almost parallel with the slope of the hill I 

On a ramp, you may not have a lot of time to go 
from a keel-heavy standing start to running flat 
out, body well forward and low, and the nose 
rotating down. However, if you want to make 
sure you do not suffer the stall on takeoff 
syndrome, this technique - whether with pod or 
hammock - must be mastered. I believe the 
secret is to accelerate quickly and keep the bar 
in as you go off the edge; any excess speed once 
clear of the hill can easily be converted to height. 

Martyn Yeomans (see diagram opposite » 

3. Site: Stanwell Park 
Wind: S.E., 18 to 20 knots 
Date: February 26, 1990 
Glider: Vision 5, 170 
Pilot Rating: Novice, 10 hours flying 
Glider Damage: Known damage is the left 

leading edge broken as well 
as both uprights and base bar. 

Pilot Injury: Bone chipped in left leg, 
'mega painful' sprained left 
ankle. 

Cause of Pilot losing vision due 
Accident: to eyes watering. 

I left the lift band with an altitude of about 1000 
feet over the landing area and made a high 
speed descent with many turns. I dropped out 
of prone about 100 feet above the landing area 
and then flew at trim speed. After making 
several S turns I was in the process of completing 
the last turn before final approach to the west 
end of the Chute when my eyes watered so 
much that all vision was .obliterated. I carry 
goggles on my helmet and lifted my right hand 
to put the goggles over my eyes but felt the 
glider start to turn left (or so it seemed). I then 
placed my hand back on the upright to regain 
control. A short time later the glider hit the rock 
cutting under the (big) power cables near the 
bend of the road on the north side of the lagoon. 
Apparently, the SE wind had caused the glider 
to drift across the lagoon and road. Later, I was 
told the glider passed about 1 metre under the 
power cables. 

The following day I had a discussion with an 
optometrist and was told there were 3 possible 
caused of my eyes watering ; (a 
) airborne chemicals, or dust, entering them 
(b)a patch of cold air 
(c)my contact lenses had dried out during the 
high speed flight and then irritated my eyes. 

Flying overseas in cold air convinced me I should 
fly with goggles to prevent my eyes watering, 
however, goggles do restrict peripheral vision 
and I only wear them when necessary. My ex
perience in an Australian summer has been that 
the air is warm enough to prevent my eyes 
watering. I then adopted the habit of putting the 
goggles on the helmet, just in case I needed 
them. Dear Reader, you may be sure that I will 
be wearing them in future and put up with the 
inconvenience. 

Since the accident I have talked to several pilots 
who admitted they had not thought of the pos
sibility of their eyes watering. I hope my accident 
will make all pilots, particularly those who wear 
contact lenses, aware that it can happen, and 
quickly, and the consequences if it does. 

I would like to thank all the pilots, their friends 
and people not associated with hang gliding 
who helped me. In particular Mike and the pilot 
(whose name I do not know, sorry) who dis
mantled my glider and helped me after the acci
dent; Leanne, who waited with me until -an 
ambulance came; Chris Boyce: Megan and my 
parents; the paramedics and the medical staff at 
Bulli Hospital. To all of you I am very, very 
grateful. 

Barry LePlastrier 
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4. Disillusioned: Dislocated - Broken 
leading edges, downtubes, wrists & 
confidence 

Name: 
Glider: 
Site: 
Date: 

George Cross 
Moyes Mission 170 
Murmungee 
28th January 1990 

Well, there I was, lined up for take-off on a 
brilliantly sunny day. As Steve Ruffells levelled 
my left wing I was conscious of the ever increas
ing number of pilots swarming all over the site. 
The Nationals had been relocated to Murmun
gee. 

There were gliders everywhere. Fortunately (this 
word will be amended later), I had arrived early 
and only two pilots had flown before me on that 
day. 

My wrists were 98% healed now. However, Cup 
Day 1989 at Portsea seemed like a distant dream 
(nightmare). Five week in plaster had expired. 
Six weeks rebuilding muscle, flexibility and con
fidence had now rehabilitated me. I was a new 
man, I had a new glider, I had renewed my 
confidence. Yes, Portsea was revisited. The 
boogey-man was exorcised from rr.y harness. 

The Portsea crash was somewhat pathetic. I'd 
gone over it dozens of times in hospital, at home, 
at work and in the quiet times. I have since read 
every Dennis Pagen book (and many others) in 
order to understand the theory of flight and 
negative contributions and inputs to crash land
ing. 

Nonetheless, Portsea caught me out. The 
change in conditions left me with one option: 
land. The ridge went nonsoarable when the 
squall passed . I hit a beach rock on the landing 
roll. The rock did not move; neither did I for a 
short moment. Minor glider damage - major 
wrist damage. 

The lull cycle was now in progress and I told 
Steve to let go. I accelerated down the Murmun· 
gee launch and I was in my way to see Dr Sharpe 
at the Beechworth Hospital (unbeknown to me 
at this stage). 

Take off was excellent. Then again, it has never 
been a problem area. I flew straight out and 
cleared the trees. There was no lift to the right so 
I headed left (surprise) . I was now clear of the 
launching area but I didn't seem to be making 
any headway. I could see my shadow on the 
trees below and it was practically stationary. I 
pulled in from trim but the shadow remained 
static. 

Although I had a good 600'·800' ground 
clearance, I was seriously concerned that I 

wouldn't make the landing paddock. Penetra
tion was zero. Reluctant to venture Into perfect
Ing tree landings, I recalled a passage from the 
"Right Stuff" by Erik Fair purchased from Aerial 
Technics. The passage related to flying fast in 
order to penetrate. 

I was already past best glide pOSition and getting 
nowhere horizontally, I decided that I was now in 
the position to utilize my speed bar. I wrenched 
it literally down to my knees. It worked. I was now 
penetrating. I was also loslng~egahelght. It felt 
as if I was going down at 45 , but at least I felt 
that I would make the landing field. 

This speed brought tears to my eyes (or it could 
have been cold anxious sweat) the pressure of 
the air was substantial. I was almost over the end 
of the field and I had about 3OQ'-400' clearance. 
I relaxed again, even drifting away from the field. 
The wind must have been strong. 

I was og1 experiencing ground referencing sen
sations. I had a firm view of my shadow again, 
and It was og1 moving towards the landing field. 
On reflection (no pun Intended), had it not been 
a sunny day, I may have thought that my static, 
non-penetrating predicament was merely 
ground referencing phenomenon. I thus may 
have thought that I was moving forward and 
subsequently could have flown vertically down 
prior to realising that I was not actually penetrat
Ing forward, 

Well this was a short but eventful flight. I 
prepared to set up a landing approach when all 
of a sudden my vario erupted. In no time at alii 
was perched at 3000' and looking down on the 
launching area. There were dozens of gliders set 
up but no-one appeared to by flying. Conditions 
at the launch must be bad. 

However, I caught thermal after thermal al
though they were sparse. I didn't dare venture 
back to the ridge to soar because I was con
cerned that I would be unable to penetrate back 
to the landing paddock, I kept within an envelope 
of 450 to the edge of the landing field and sear· 
ched for thermals. 

During the next hour I went up and 
down. Sink conditions were as radical 

as the lift conditions. 

I ran out of thermals and I decided at 500' AGL 
that I would land. I really w;lnted this landing to 
be good. In my short flying career I had some 
memorable returns to earth including the follow
ing: 
Murtleford Hill: Contemplated drowning as I 
crossed a dam and then hopped the barbed wire 
fence between the dam and the road. 
Damage = Big fright 



Bright Hill: 1. Swamp and blackberry bush land
ing (attraction to water?) 
Damage = Blackberry thorns 
2. Ground loop 
Damage = 1 dive stick 

Tawanga Gap: Belly landing (pod zip stuck) 
Damage = Cowpad removal by shower 

Portsea: 1. Top landing 
Damage = Two leading edges 
Approach of panic conditions 
One bruise 
2. Beach rock landing intrusion 
Damage = Two broken wrists 
Down tube and base bar 
Pain, laceration 
Out of action for 2 1/2 months 
Embarrassment 

I figure-eighted in but I seemed to be drifting up 
the paddock. This was due to the cross-wind for 
which I made no allowance. However, there was 
stili plenty of paddock left to land. 

I got out of prone early and stood upright to 
create maximum drag. This worked well and I 
descended quickly whilst pulling through the 
ground wind gradient. I rounded out about 1.5m 
AGL and was travelling quickly. I bled off speed 
as I approached flare. 

Without warning I was lifted up about 20' and 
tipped sideways about 200

. I didn't need this 
attitude or altitude. My hands were on the 
uprights and I quickly corrected to get my wings 
level. I pulled through the thermal but I dropped 
quickly. 

I figured that I was on the edge of a rising 
thermal. As fast as I entered it, I left it. My right 
wing was up and my left wing down. I could see 
the cows at the end of the paddock with be-

wildered looks on their faces as I hit the ground 
with a sickening thud. I swung through the A
frame to avoid arm damage but somehow I 
landed on my left arm. It felt broken below the 
left elbow. 

Immediately I though that I am giving up hang 
gliding. This type of pain was run fun. I thought 
of hospital, plaster, rehabilitation and being 
sidelined. It was too close to my last accident. 
The pain was fresh in my mind. 

The left arm was just dangling. The wind tipped 
my glider over on its back. I thought "I hope it 
breaks the kingpost". I reached up with my right 
hand to unclip the caribiner. I couldn't. 

I was hot out in the field . A combination of the 
shock and the heat had me perspiring. Iwanted 
to get to the shade of the trees. I unzipped my 
harness and climbed out. My left arm simply 
"snaked" out of its should strap - it didn't hurt and 
I couldn't have cared less. After ten steps, I sank 
to my knees. I was dizzy. The trees looked a 
long way away now. I fell onto my stomach and 
lay there awaiting help to arrive. 

Ten minutes later I was still waiting, so I decided 
that noone was coming. As I approached the 
roadside trees, Rose and Henry arrived. I was 
still dazed. 

The drive to Beechworth Hospital was short. My 
arm was killing me. Eventually the Doctor ar
rived . X-rays. Result - a dislocated elbow. 
Bonus (BONUS). It felt better immediately. With 
the assistance of 2 nurses, a hammer and a 
crowbar, the elbow was prised back into posi
tion. 

Ohl I forgot to mention that this was my first 
flight on the first day of my holidays (5 weeks). I 
have now cancelled my holidays and I am back 

in Melbourne resting my arm. I am now unsure 
of my future in hang gliding. 

They say "No pain, no gain". What have I 
gained? 
1. A working knowledge of Victoria's health sys
tem. 
2. Respect for hang gliding pilots and the sport. 
3. $750 - the vario I didn't buy. 
4. Four weeks holiday that I am yet to use. 
5. Broken and detached bones from a previously 
intact and healthy body. 

What have I lost? 
1. Confidence in landing. 
2. Storage space - my glider is inside. 
2. Three month's flying time. 

Result: More gains than losses. 

The look on the faces of ex-flying acquaintances 
(in order of appearance) Rose Retcher, Henry, 
Geoff Dossetor, Steve Ruffels, Mark, Martin, 
Carol, Steve Streoichek, etc said it all. There 
forlorn unbelieving, worried, disappOinted, 
scared, fearful, sad and concerned faces. 

Will George fly again? What does Murmungee 
mean in Aboriginal? Is there a line between guts 
and stupidity? 

The answer is blowin' in the wind 
George Cross 

The Quick Release Tow Bridle 

WA HANG GUDING TRAINING CENTRE 

The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel 
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm 
diameter. It incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off 
pin for the rope and uses a webbing 2 ring release, 
making it all very small and light. Another new innova
tion is a keel harness allowing easy set up and 
adjustment. It also distributes the load over a wider 
area reducing focal pressure across the keel. 
Send $68 + $4p.p. - return unused within 14 days 
for refund 

* Hang Gliding instruction * Tandem instruction * Ratings *Towing Endorsements 
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or inland 

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & eguipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books 
- Tow ropes - Relmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF"& CB - Instruments 

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer 

Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569 
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Letter from THE PRESIDENT 

Hi everybody, 
Let me start by wishing you all happy aerial times for 

the new decade. The 90's should engender a new 
consciousness - an awareness that we are merely part of 
a large (and growing) squadron of airspace users. 

We are all required to fly by the same rules and report 
by the same protocols. Sports aviation now comprises 
the majority of all aviation transport in Australia and as 
such we are in a position to manoeuvre more airspace 
and greater flight clearances for ourselves, eventually. 

But this comes at a price. The government requires 
more justification, we have to attend more meetings keep 
better statistics and records and generally self-govern our 
sport in a manner which maintains the respect we 
already enjoy from other air users and CM. 

We have to submit - and achieve - 5 year plans for our 
sports. Our strategies now will determine how we will 
survive in the future - especially as subsequent 
governments may slash sports funding which we 
presently rely on to a large extent. This is why the last 
two conventions have been so intensely oriented towards 
strategy and planning. 

It is for these reasons that the States decided at 
convention to allocate a minimum amount per annum to 
be set aside in a financial investment account to ensure 
we can. maintain the services to our membership and 
government in the event of funding being reduced or 
discontinued. In addition, the States voted to increase 
membership fees by $15 per year for the next two years. 

I don't think many people will argue with the fact that we 
have been an inexpensive sport since the late 70's. The 
90's, however, is the era of a ·user pays· philosophy and 
we could not exist under the same 70's consciousness 
and present membership fee structure 2n2 supply the 
manuals, magazines and services. 

Powered hang gliders will remain part of HGFA but will 
be self funding. The third party insurance we have is valid 
for Trike pilots but they will have to pay an additional 
premium. The AUF does not presently have any similar 
insurance. No money from hang gliding/paragliding will 
be used to subsidise Trikes - hence the cost schedule for 

Trikes. 
However, the most important change facing our sports 

is the move to Regionalisation. We anticipate that there 
will be 13 regions instead of 7 States/Territories which will 
have all the voting rights that the States currently have at 
Convention ... but more of this later. 

We have worked out a provisional budget for next year 
so you can see where you hard earned goes. Believe me 
- we cut corners all the time just to hold the costs down!! 

Phil Mathewson 
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 
Budget 90/91 

Estimated BUDGET 
ITEM FY 89/90 FY 90/91 

M'ship Fees (a) 140,000 (d) 180,000 

Grants 54,500 62,500 

Interest 10,000 8,000 

Advertising 10,000 10,000 

Sundry 8,000 

Total Income 214,500 268,500 

Accountancy Fees 3,300 1,000 

Wages 32,000 (e) 35,000 

Travel & Accom 500 (f) 5,000 

Bank Charges 400 500 

Exec. Comm. 2,000 3,000 

Convention 9,000 9,000 

Grants to States 
Depreciation 2,000 2,000 

Fees to States 28,000 33,600 

Insurance 23,700 26,200 

Print & Stat. (b) 17,000 (g) 18,000 

Office Exp. (c) 6,950 500 

Skysailor 50,000 (h) 45,000 

Subscriptions 3,154 5,000 

Tel & Post 9,000 7,800 

First Aid 200 200 

CIVL 
Safety/Coaching 11,000 15,000 

Compo Exp. 15,000 15,000 

Test Rig 
HGFA Investment ale (j) 40,000 

Total Expenses 213,204 261,800 

Surplus (Deficit) 1,296 (k) 6,700 

Notes 

(a) represents 18mths m'ship (e) Administrator + Sec 
and STMs (n Regional Reps to 3 HGFA 

(b) Cost of PHG manual meetings (if plan accepted) 
& HGFA ops manual (g) Cost of STM books, stickers, 

(c) Incl. printer and upgrade "This is HG" leanet, etc 
to Apple Mac SE30 (h) Idea is to have 11 (no Jan) ftS 

(d) Includes PG,HG & PHG. issues with colour and save money 
Increase is per State Ol Permanent part time 
vote at convention position for NCD 

(k) as per State vote 
at convention 



Flat Out Into the 90's 
A NEW DECADE - A New Era in Hang Glider Design 

The traditional trade-ofT between performance and stability has been eliminated with the addition of 
fins. These fins are injection-moulded fibreglass, virtually weightless, and have less drag than a shirt 
sleeve. 
Among other things, the fins reduce the stall speed by 1 mph, allow you to fly confidently within inches 
of the hill, and give an unprecedented stability at top end speed. 
The kingpost-hang point ensures the super light roll characteristics of the XS; the fins enhance the 
stability and performance of a glider that has won every major world competition in the last six months. 
Some of these include the Australian Nationals (9 out of the top 10), The Flatlands, The French Nationals, 
The U.S. Glide Ratio Contest, The ~989 U.S. Manufacturers Meet, and most recently, Paulinho Coelho 
won the Pre-World Championship in Brazil. 

The XS was already the best glider in the world - it just got a whole lot better. 

New Products 
Para gliders 

Falhawke - Distributor for Australia 

Athlete SIze 9.5 $2910 plus accessories 
10.5 $3113 
11.5 $3315 

New Mars 150 
21kg = 46lbs has Gutesiegal 
Pitches up on take-off; does not overrun the pilot like previous 
Mars 150. A must for lady pilots 

Moyes Delta Gliders Pty. Ltd ., 173 Bronte Rd .. Waverley 2024 N.S.W. Australia Tel : (02) 387 5114 Fax: (02) 387 4472 
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STATE & CLUB NEWS 

QUEENSLAND 

Sunshine Coast Hang 
Gliding Club 

It's Good Friday morning and 10 and 
behold the sun is shining for the first 
time In 3 weeks. Apart from a couple of 
days at Teewah last weekend the 
weather here in the "Sunshine Coast" 
has been decidedly soggy. (Now we 
understand why you Victorians flock 
north, Hey Rob!). 

The Club has held a couple of meetings 
at Deb's ''Tree House" over the preced
Ing months with much business and 
plenty of socialising being ac
complished. A new site has been ap
proved officially at Point Glorious and 2 
days work by club members will see it 
cleared, and ramp in place. Date to be 
decided. 

Dave Cookman Club member extraor
dinaire has completed 2 flights over the 
last 2 months that should be acknow
ledged. His flight of approx 70kms form 
Gunalda to almost Pomona was a first 
(look out Ted) and his short flight from 
Sunshine Beach to a well known Inter
national tourist destination was also un
precedented.(Was it legal?) 

Late and profound apologies to Tim 
Barker who in the owner of "North Bris
bane Power Tools". Tim proudly spon
sored our Rainbow Beach Fly-In and it 

.~.~ 
appears we acknowledged the wrong 
company. Sorry Tim! 

That's all for now folks see you the sky. 
Steve Johnson 

HGAWA 

Howdy sand gropers. First and 
foremost a reminder about the A.G.M. 
Tuesday 3rd July starting at the Rhein 
Donau Club. 

We should have a bumper turn-up for 
that one. Speaking of bumper turn-ups, 
Bruce Dainton's Dulin Flyin was en
joyed by everyone except the bloke 
taking absentee votes at the local poll
ing booth. 

Saturday night's Barby was patronised 
by the remaining guests from the 
property owners' wedding, which hap
pened on the same day, and the entire 
hang gliding mob thirsty and happy, 
especially Dany Byrne and Julian 
Bryant, after a good days towing. 

Somehow we managed to outlast 
everyone including the Bride and 
Groom. Thanks Bruce for the weekend 
and please pass on our thanks to Rex 
for the use ofthe property, spare house, 
the Barby and especially the hospitality. 
It appears that our unfriendly weather 
has foiled us again (bit of a pun there) 
and our state champ will be decided at 
the Easter Compo Unfortunately dead
lines mean that those results won't 

The perfect thermal source while flying across Sicily. 
Vicari is like of the other towns on the island. 
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make the May issue of our news sec
tion. April's Club meeting for those who 
missed out, had about 30 people at
tend. Important pOints covered were 
the Bakewell Book, the Club call sign for 
UHF, Conto Springs procedures and 
non members flying in WA. 

We also took a vote on the Victorian 
proposal to countermand the decision 
to levy new members a once only $25 
00, the result was to support Victoria 
and oppose the levy. 

Finally the monthly Ring of Confidence 
Award, in the form of a toilet seat, went 
to Brian Thomas for his impersonation 
of a fruit bat Thomo made a good 
approach for a top landing at Bunbury 
when he caught some shadow on one 
wing. The result was the king post ver
tically in the ground and the boot of his 
harness hooked up in the corner of the 
A-frame. Once Lex and I had stopped 
laughing we managed to untangle the 
body bag and released the lad, none the 
worse for wear and mumbling some
thing about bloody tea trees. One hic
cough in 4 landings isn't that bad under 
the circumstances and as one unknown 
old timer said, any landing you walk 
away from is a good one. I'll vouch for 
that. 

Till next month. Hang In there. 
Keith Lush 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

NSWHGA 

The NSWHCA executive would very 
much like to hear from all those who 
could make themselves available to 
carry out some executive functions - in 
particular in the forthcoming few 
months. 

Rowan Watkins was recently accepted 
into the Royal Australian Air Force and 
has taken up his officer training at Point 
Cook in Melbourne. It was with very 
much regret, therefore, that Rowan had 
to tender his resignation as President of 
NSWHGA - a post to which he was 
appointed at the last Annual General 
Meeting - and it was with equal regret 
that the executive accepted his depar
ture. NSWHGA will very much miss 
your valuable contribution Rowan, and 
on behalf of all its members thanks you 
for your efforts, congratulates you on 



your acceptance into the Air Force and 
wishes you all the very best for the fu
ture. 

The executive's ranks are further 
depleted by my temporary absence 
overseas. I hope to be back by August. 

The executive therefore, really needs an 
urgent boost in terms of person power. 
Anyone and everyone who can help to 
ease the burden, even just a little, Is 
urged to call Keith Maxwell on (02) 964-
32670/'1) or (02) 587-7971 (H). 

Happy landings alii 
Richard Reitzin, 
(Assistant) Secretary 

Newcastle 

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club informs 
all pilots of its new club logo. Three 
printed shirt designs are available for 
purchase from the club. 

collared & long sleeve $17.00 
short sleeve $13.00 

Please place orders early, by contacting 
myself Danny Smith on 018 494505 or 
President Chris Brandon on (049) 
499199 to avoid the rush! 
Danny Smith 

Northern Beaches News 

Hi folks - it's that time of the month again 
when the latest gossip begins to 
emanate form within the bowels of our 
fraternity! 

If one thing stood out at our March 
meeting, it was the incidents that oc
curred involving some of our illustrious 
pilots. We had water landings (including 
the loss of a Foil at Stanwell - watch out 
for those late arvo Katabatics!) , wild cliff 
launches right through to my own inter
esting decision to take a closer look at 
the cliff face flora and fauna at Longy in 
my GTR (oh well! someone has to keep 
the Moyes Boys financial!) . Luckily 
though, no injuries were sustained by 
anyone and our more game pilots seem 
to have avoided Hell Hole and tree tops 
over the last month. 

The club is currently preparing in Easter 
hamper to present to the Cummings 
family in gratitude for their Indulgence in 
allowing us landing rights on their 
property at Blackheath, which is the 
venue for our Easter trip which, by the 
time you read this column, would have 
already been held. 

On a serious note, Aquatic Airways, 
who fly sea planes along the Sydney 

Coast, have recently been granted per
mission to take scenic flights down to 
500' ASL. This is, obviously, within our 
airspace on the more northern sites. 

Aquatic Airways are very aware of our 
activities on the Northern Beaches, 
however, All pilots flying this area Must 
keep an eye out for the planes. 

On a sad note (and with a tear in my eye) 
it Is my sad duty to inform you all that 
the famous (or Is it infamous?) Rowan 
Watkins has had to stand down from the 
presidency of this fine and Illustrious 
club. The good news is the reason for 
Rowan's departure Is that he has been 
accepted for pilot training in the RAAF 
(can't wait to see an F18 do an over goO 
wingover with Rowan standing in the 
cockpit with his arms behind his back!). 
Good luckto you Rowan and thanks, on 
behalf of us all, forthe committment you 
have shown to experienced and fled
gling pilots alike. It was an enthusiasm 
that has seen our boom to a member
ship of over 86! 

For better, or worse, your humble scribe 
(that's me for you readers who lack a 
poetic sense) has been voted in to fill 
Rowan's shoes - certainly, a hard act to 
follow, but I will give it my best shot! 
Moving into the secretary's position is 

GLOOR, GUENTHER JANSSEN and 
myself decided to visit ''The Shakey 
Isles" forthelr 2nd National Titles held at 
Benhopal Station (sheep not railway) 
just outside Blenheim In the South Is
land. 

Benhopai (the mountain) is situated 
some 40 km inland from Blenheim and 
except for the odd gentleman farmer's 
mansion, and 200,000 sheep, there are 
few hints of civilization. One road and a 
river meander through the Walhopal val
ley and carves around the base of Ben
hopai Peak itself, which stands around 
1800ft AGL and sports takeoff slopes in 
three directions from NE through to SW. 
It is prone to an afternoon sea breeze, 
which comes from the NE, a strong 
westerly flow, the resulting conver
gence and strong thermal activity. 

The valley awoke with a start on the 
morning of Saturday 3rd March, as 
some 60 paraglider pilots arrived, pitch
ing tents wherever they could around 
the local woolshed. We chose to stay 
in a Pub in Blenheim as we thought 
40km was almost far enough away to 
save coming back to OZ smelling like a 
sheep. Due to some organizational 
problems the start of the comp was 
postponed till the following day. Unfor-

the pilot voted with ~------------------...... 

the best pair of legs Attention ! 
in the club (who 
else could be a 
secretary?) - yes, 
you guessed it! 
Welcome to Peter 
Cairns. 

Please note club 
changes as follows: 

President : John 
Hajje Ph: 02 
9822635 
Secretary: Peter 
Cairns Ph : 02 
4162370 

Kosciusko 
Alpine 

Paragliding 
Club 

The New Zealand 
National . Paraglid
ing Titles 

With the OZ Na
tionals over and the 
taste of competi
tion still in the sys
tem HEINZ 

All Hang Glider Pilots 

Towing - instruction and thermalling 
from winch tows 

Soaring - ridge and thermal flying from 
cliff launching 

Beginners - flying training at all levels 

Whatever your flying desire, we can 
satisfy your need 

Cudgegon 
Hang Gliding 

063-736410 
only 31/2 hours drive 

from Sydney 
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STATE & CLUB NEWS .•.•........••...•... continued 

tunately Saturday was the most suc
cessful day weather-wise and every 
man and his (sheep) dog could be seen 
leaping off anything and everything 
there was to leap off, many being quite 
startled as they inadvertantly thermalled 
around takeoff. 

A couple of the more experienced pilots 
climbed to over 4000ft and went on a 
10km scenic cruise around the valley. 
Two Bicla Swifts managed to give 
everyone a hint of what was to come 
during the week, however as they struck 
some strong turbulence and fell out of 
the sky, one completely folding up both 
wings, whilst the other did about four 
360's before hitting some pine trees 
some 150 meters below takeoff. 

Two rounds of the comp were held the 
next day and pilots settled into places 
that were to change very little over the 
next few days. Rolf Ulrich of Switzer
land flying an Falhawk and Barbara 
Lacrout from Germany with her Bicla 
Swift dominating. 

Monday morning saw a sunny day and 
a whisper of a breeze from the West 
(which did nothing for the aroma, as 300 
sheep had been moved into the yards 
overnight for a haircut), so a speed task 
was set. Most canopy myths of 45kph 
at 6: 1 were quickly dispelled. The after
noon saw the usual sea breeze pump
ing strong thermals up the face and a 
cross country task was set which really 
sorted the pilots out. Ben Stocker from 
Switzerland flying a Trilair caught a ther
mal to 4500ft but couldn't penetrate in 
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the upper Westerly to the turn point and 
was last seen heading off on a tour of 
the South Island. Up to this stage Heinz 
Gloor had been doing well with his new 
lTV Saphire but unfortunately had a bad 
crash after falling into the lines in a nar
row gully and had to fly back to Sydney 
the next day with some broken ribs. 

The next day was completely blown out 
by the Westerly so I suggested a task of 

. a tour of the local wineries. Maps were 
got out, crosses made and six car loads 
of thirsty pilots set out. All got maxi
mum pOints for somehow making goal 
which was a coffee ship in Blenheim, 
some five hours later. From then on 
bad weather plagued the comp and 
only one more round was held over the 
remaining three days. 

Prize giving was arranged at a local 
winery on the Saturday night where one 
of the local pilots, Chris Kirk, put on a 
special flame eating and spitting act 
singeing eyebrows and umbrellas with 
10ft flames. Final places saw Rolf Ulrich 
of Switzerland first, Barbara Lacrouts of 
W. Germany second and Neville Bailly 
of Canterbury finishing third as well as 
taking out the New Zealand National 
Title. 

During the course of the Titles the New 
Zealand Paragliding Rating Scheme 
was developed and I was able to give 
some input from our recently developed 
Rating System. The end result was that 
the Kiwis incorporated most of ours into 
their system. The major benefit of this 
of course is that both countries now 

have a very similar training and licens
ing system. 

All In all a good time was had and the 
next Australian Titles will see a lot of Kiwi 
pilots coming over, especially if we have 
two or three major Paragliding Comps 
on around the same time as anticipated. 

Byron Bay Hang 
Gliding Club 

This month our club took part In a 
telephone conference with repre
sentatives of all Queensland clubs with 
a view to dividing into regions, rather 
than the existing State divisions. 

The original Idea was canvassed at the 
last HGFA convention by Ian Hird, with 
the meeting deciding to allow a trial 
period which was to be assessed at the 
1990 convention. 

The telephone conference involved 
some discussion about the number of 
regions and the divisions as well as 
pointing out that a single Queensland 
body of some sort would still be re
quired to handle state government 
funding. 

It was agreed that all clubs would dis
cuss the new setup and send a repre
sentative to the QHGA convention on 
15th May when the new regions will 
begin operating. 

The new system hope to encourage 
greater contact between nearby clubs 
and pilots as well as allowing regional 
competitions. We at Byron look for
ward to our association with the South
eastern Queensland region and wish all 
fellow Queenslanders the best of luck. 

Greg Wilson 

ACT 

January saw the ACTHGA field a team 
of six fliers and four support crew at the 
1990 Forbes Flatland Challenge. The 
flying was tremendous, personal bests 
were bettered every day, and a whole 
new generation of "No shit, there I was 
... " stories were spawned. Congratula
tions go to Garth Wimbush for his con
sistently good flying and for leading the 
team in the final standings. Special 
laurels (and a roll of toilet paper) go to 
Terry Anderson for his keen competitive 
spirit (which on one day led him to take 
no less than six photos of the day 
board!) . 

Very special thanks go to our winch 
operators, Anthony Gerard and Paul 



Geissler, who were giving us the best 
tows to be had in the paddock. It goes 
without saying that the Wonder Winch 
ran flawlessly and was the envy of all 
around. Thanks also to Owen and 
Michael for unerringly pulling us out of 
some pretty unlikely situations. Finally 
we are grateful to Shaun Keane for his 
culinary artistry and for keeping such a 
model kitchen ... 

The FARRC award for February went, 
once again, to Jim Simpkin for his 
cleverly conceived and carefully con
ducted tree landing at Buffalo. Despite 
his considerable efforts to convey to us 
the fundamental logic of such a 
manoeuver, his reasoning seems to 
have been somewhat elusive to the 
more conventionally-minded flyers in 
the club. But take heart Jim; Men of 
Vision will always triumph in the end. 
Thinking Jim to be one of ''them God
damn-Greenie tree-sitters", a hoard of 
raving loggers rushed up and cut the 
tree out from under him. Fortunately, 
Jim was able to thermal out of harms 
way before the loggers could reload ... 

March's recipient of the Forensic Fowl 
was none other than Shaun Keane. His 
valiant attempts to demonstrate low
tow techniques on a car launch,while 
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admirable, met with the disapproval of 
certain laws of nature and the surpris
ingly high tensile strength of solid 
ground. Apparently slightly dazed by 
the impact, Shaun has since replaced 
his face and is now patiently waiting for 
his leading edge to heal... 

April once more saw the Avian Alter 
placed in the (now bionic) custody of 
Jim Simpkin. True to his cause, Jim has 
been trying to refine his tree-landing 
techniques to include such exotica as 
gables, lamp posts, power lines, war 
memorials, road-kills, and fences. Far 
be itfor this writer to cast dispersions on 
another's aspirations but was it really 
just surgical clumsiness that has left the 
knuckles of the Man of Steel's left hand 
dragging on the ground? Is that con
stant flapping motion really only an ef
fort to preserve mobility of the 
shoulder? An who could help but 
notice that the glances with which he 
constantly favours the Coveted Crow 
are tinged with not only the usual awe 
and adulation, but with envy as well. Let 
us all pray that Jim regains his sense of 
station well before he begins flying 
supine sans trousers ... 

Thanks to all those flyers who helped 
out with the concreting of the Silver 

Wattle access road. The job is more 
than half completed so another good 
day's work should give us two (well 
maybe three) wheel drive access to the 
top. Let's all make sure we make every 
effort to keep this site - close all the 
gates behind you, don't leave any gar
bage lying around, and drive carefully 

With the cross-country season practi
cally over, it's time to think about learn
ing new skills. I refer specifically to the 
art of winch-towing. We anticipate 
several training sessions over the next 
few months to help those flyers as yet 
unfamiliar with the thrills and chills of 
winch-towing into the fray, as it were. If 
you're interested, contact Paul Geissler 
or Anthony Gerrard any old time. Tows 
are still only $3 a shot for members ... 

Carl Grilmair 

"ang Gliding "ut 
42 Stanwell Avenue, Stanwell Park. Ph: (042) 94 2545 
P.O. Box 180, Helensburgh, N.S.W. 2508 

( Instruments) 
BALL vario/digital alt. from ................ ... ...... $749.00 
MAST AIR digital va rio/ alt ........ ........... .. .. ... $630.00 
BALL M20 compact wrist vario ... ................. $365.00 
SKYW A TCH solar digital ASI .... ................. $150.00 : Enterprise Wings Gliders) 

AERO 150/170 Novice to advanced recreational HALL ASI with bracket / bag ......... .. .............. $45.00 
speedbar faired k/post ' ............ ... .... ....... . $2850.00 

AERO RACER The above with a few more trick bits .. . $3035.00 
FOIL 152 C Performance and handling ...... .. ..... .... ... $4400.00 

:Moyes Gliders) 
MISSION 170 Novice to advanced - too casy! ... ..... ..... $2997.00 
XIS EASY. Intermediate to advanced 

no glass tips, simplistic and it goes! ...... $3221.00 
XIS 142 Lightweight and control 

plus the famous XIS glide .... .... ... .... .. ..... $4200.00 
XIS 155 Leader in performance 

now with kingpost hang ..... .. ..... ............. $4200.00 
":"U":':P=-=In-t-e-r-n-at"':'io-n-a~I~G=Ii~d":er~s-J 
LITE DREAM 220 - Certified tandem glider ..... .............. $ call 

Blackboard 
WANTED - Our students are looking for good used Mars/Gyros/ 
Aeros/Missions, so if you are thinking of upgrading your old 
glider, why not trade it in for a new crisp wing. 

(rl~I~t~~~ lntry with slider .................... ... $900.00 
THE D SCOTT front entry racer .. ...... ......... $750.00 
POD LITE compact and comfort ... ............ .. $499.00 
POD the ever reliable .. .... ........ ....................... $499.00 

Books (ACCESSORIES) 
Skills (new edition) ... $16.00 Helmets 10 sizes .... .. ........ $52.00 
Techniques ........ .. .... ... $13.00 Steel carabiners ............... $29.00 
Conditions ........... ..... .. $13.00 Sunglasses .............. .. ...... 25% off 
The Right Stuff .......... $15.00 Bolle/Oakley 
Flying Suits .......... .... $185.00 Spares - full range ....... .... . $ call 

great colours T-shirts - s/sleeve ........... .. $25.00 
Hand-fairings .... ......... $35.00 Usleeve w/collar .............. $35.00 
Hang Loops ....... .... ... . $11.00 Video 'Leading Edge' ..... $45.00 

( Parachutes) 
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS 15' - 18'/ sec Made in U .S.A. $495.00 
METAMORFOSI - super light pulled apex from Europe $595.00 
BRS BALLISTIC - rocket deployed - fast $ call. 
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery $30.00 

We accept BankcardlMastcrcard. 
Telep~lOn~ order service. Ask about oUr Student Pilot I Club Discount. ~ 
All prIces Illclude sales tax . Postage not included. ..r ~ 
We are back in Stanwell Avenue still with lots of goodies, so if it's a safety pin or a new crisp wing, please give us a call. 
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*** FOUND *** one UHF radio 
Newcastle area ph Lyn (049) 714792 

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Moye. Pod Harne.. brand new never used 
black with yellow stripe suit 6' pilot $350 ph 
Bradley or Undy (042) 942929 Stanwell Park 

WANTED GT 210 Wing or Arrow Wing ph Paul 
(068) 522049 

MI.slon 170 (Nov) white rainbow US red LE 7 air 
hrs with helmet car bumper support, CB hand
held $2200 ph Alistair (02) 5289304 

Moyes Pod Harness medium red with black 
stripe 5 hrs flying as new $400 also 
Bacpac Harne •• $100 also 
Mar. 170 (Nov) white lIaii with rainbow US gd 
cond flies well $900 ph Barry (065) 837151 after 
5pm 

Mission 170 (Nov) red black & white gd cond 
$2000 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) scrim LE kevlar TE 
orange/turquoise US gd cond performance 
glider - race $2600 also 
Pod Harnes. Blackhawk NZ grey dk blue & 
rainbow v gd cond 12 mths suit 6'2"-6'4" pilot 
$250 ph Steve (049) 524856 AH 

Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond white with red LE mylar 
Inserts batten profile and apron harness $1000 
also 
Ball M-20 varlo as new with mount & TE probe 
$300 ph Steve (02) 6386964 AH 

Mars 150 (Nov) pink light blue & white ex cond 
Trainer wheels and spare base bar Mission type 
pull-back system for easy set-up $1200 ph Leith 
(02) 9052685 all hrs 

Mars 170 (Nov) vg cond mylar LE batten profile 
spares cocoon harness ex cond helmet $1200 
ono the lot or will separate Keith (02) san971 AH 
or 9643267 BH 

GTR 148 VG (Int) blue LE, light blue/white US, 
gd cond faired uprights/kingpost, speedbar, 
great performer for lightweight pilot $1400 ono 
ph Ian (02) 6619543 or Lee (065) 569692 

Foil 160B (Int) gd cond blue LE with orange 
rainbow US flies v smoothly $1600 also 
Foil 160B Racer (Int) ex cond pink surfcote LE 
grey white US kevlar TE flies like a dream $2800 
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must sell one of the 2 gliders to 
pay for pilot's licence ph Tony 
(042) 962976 

Moyes GTS 170 (Int) red yellow 
& white in v gd cond $800 also 
Moyes Pod Harne.s red & yel
low with PAlightweight chute as 
new $700 ph Tom (043) 843734 

Cleaning up the garage, I found 
all this gear. If you don't like the 
price, make an offer. 
Foil 166 (Serle. A) (Int) $750 + 
Magic IV 166 Full Race (A 
peanutl) (Int) $1500 + 
Blackhawk Slim Pod (5'9"-6' 
pilot) $250 + 
Moye. Backpak Cocoon (5'9"-
6' pilot) $120 + 
22' Chute to suit either harness 
$200 + 
UHF CB car Sundowner UH-
001 $300 + 
UHF Handheld Sundowner 
UH-005 $400 + 
27 Meg 40 Ch Realistic hand
held $100 + 
2 x 27 Meg 40 Ch Car K40 $80 
+ 
2 x Borgelt AltlmeterNarlo/ 
ASI etc prototypes $600 ea + 
Borgelt AltimeterNarlo/ASI 
etc NEW $850 + 
8 x Brass Hygrometers 
150mmo (Humidity Meters) $25 
ea + 

4 x NI-Cad battery chargers (for changing 12V 
CBs from car battery via cig lighter plug) $25 ea 
ph Denis (066) 856287 

Paragllder Edel24 sq mtrs, including harness & 
pack. Almost new condition. $2000 Ph Ian 
Ladyman (049) 498946. 

Mars 170 (Nov) low hrs pink LE & white MS ex 
cond $1200 ph Michael (068) 691271 

American 'Hang Gliding' magazines 1987, 
1988, 1989 all in as new cond $150 ph (02) 
6312604 

Foil 160B (Int) near new cond, white skrim LE & 
TE band, speed bar & fullyfaired, $1900 ono ph 
(049) 487491 

AirBorne Trike Rotax 447 engine with AirBorne 
prop, tacho, big wheels & fairing ex cond , com
plete with trailer $4500 also 
Trike Wing Moyes GT 170 midofied by AirBorne, 
red LE white TE v gd cond $1(Y.)() also 
AirBorne Trike dual seat Rotax 447 engine with 
new Brolga 3 blade prop with tacho, low hrs ex 
cond $4000 also 
Moyes Missile 180 dk blue LE It blue US white 
TE v gd cond $500 ph John (02) 6465944 W, 
7968323 H 

Ball 651 varlo/altlmeter ex working order $450 
also 
GTR 162 (Int) low hrs in vgc, rainbow US, blue 
LE flies beautifully, buying XS $1750 ono ph 
Peter (02) 8753149 BH, 9532257 AH 

Wanted 150 Mars/160 Gyro II in gd cond, also 
harness cocoon or pod to suit 160 cm (5'3") ph 
Carol (060) 761333 

Moyes GTR 162 (Int) one owner v gd cond 
$1200 ono ph Mark (049) 527235 

Paragllde Sale save $$$ on these slightly used 
bargains, ea complete with harness & pack Air
man RC 9 $1350, Airman RC 11 $1500, Speed 
Star 9 Cell $1400 (066) 858459 

Moye. XS 155 orange scrim LE, scrim/warp 
comb. (picture back page March Skysailor) ex 
cond perfect trim $3500 (066) 857854 

Foil 160B (Int) all white scrim LE & TE band 
aerofoil everything, the best example of (as new) 
possible - not a scratch, not a mark $2200 ono 
also 

Mars 170 (Nov) green LE & gold $1300 ph Joe 
Skylimits Sports Aviation (065) 650042 ' 

Foil 140B Full Racer (Int) fluoro orange LE, 
fluoro orange & mauve US gd cond $2500 ph 
Toni Noud (02) 5205880 AH, 5591511 BH 

OTR 162 Comp (Int) yellow LE & US, white MS, 
flies well, $850 ono ph (02) 6650760 

Mission 170 (Nov) blue LE pink & blue US, ex 
cond 12 mths old $2200 ph Gary (02) 6426051 

FWD Nls.an Pathfinder ST (PSI-D84) 10/88, 
32000 km, bullbar, towbar, sunroof, roof racks 
for hang gliding, alarm and air con $23,900 (047) 
353021 

Aero 170 (Nov) 50 hrs airtime, gd cond, $1900 
ph (02) 4514173 anytime 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
GTR 162 Race (lnt) gd cond 3 yr old all dacron 
glider with WB batten profile, blue LE red & 
yellow US with white MS, performs v well satis
faction guaranteed, will Include 2 spare' airfoil 
uprights for $2300 ph George Kambas (original 
owner) (OS) 3403217 H, 3471111 W 

Possibly the best mylar Magic III to arrive in 
Australia. Incredible climb rates, full race with all 
options included, yellow LE white MS and rain
bow USwelllooked after, must sell $1500 v neg 
also 
Save your arms with a pitchy, as new only $59 
ph Space Hunter (OS) 3220813 

Foil 150B Racer (Int) 2 yrs old been striped 
down & checked, new flying wires, still performs 
v well,pink LE orange LE blue US & white MS 
$1600 ph Chris (088) 262107 

Moye. WB 162 (Int) ex cond & perform parrallel 
plus sail , white LE pink US with bright blue stripe, 
pink keel/p, top quarter pink & blue, kevlar TE v 
pretty glider, cared for sell $2900 ph Jules (OS) 
2611902 

Motorise your Hang Glider with a minimum 
power set from Germany, Gutesiegel , fits al· 
most any glider, brand new complete kit with all 
accessories $3200, 1 spare solo engine new 
$900 inspect in Sydney or Adeliade ph Tomas 
(08) 2729134 

Gyro 11160 (Nov) red & white low hrs ex cond ph 
Color Sharon. (088) 273218 

Magic Kiss 154 (lnt) the world class glider, E 
finely engineered high performance foo' 
launched aeroplane for only $3800 also 
Gorgelt Flight Deck a precise airmass measur 
ing instrument for exacting high performancE 
XC flight $700 also 
Parachutes Australia B.U.S. 4 yrs old neve 
used or deployed in jest always packed & airee 
regularly $350 also 
Ball Wrist Varlo a handy well made audio visuE 
micro vario by the bamous Ball Vario co $380 pi 
Dermot Meaney (08) 3403217 

GTR 148 (Int) yellow & white suit small perso' 
looking for 1st high performance glider, vgd sin 
rate $1200 also 
Hummingbird varlo + Thommen alt. In faire 
pod case $250 also 
Moyes cocoon harness red medium ph Clair 
(088) 273266 

Foil 152C (lnt) 60 hrs, all inland, never prangel 
so incl are 2 spare uprights & 1 LE (Carry 'em 
you won't need 'em) yellow scrim LE,IiIac & gn 
US, top white, great kite, handles beautifull 
owner going OS only $3500 ph (08) 3863452 

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) dk blue LE & ke 
pocket, white sail, speed bar, faired kingpost 
uprights, this customised Mission is as new or 
an hours flying time logged, buy at a hu' 
saving on new price. $2650 ph Paul (08) 29828 

QUEENSLAND 
Moyes GTR 148 (lnt) light blue LE white MS r 
US faired king post & uprights, well looked aft 



upgrading must sell $1300 ph Stuart (07) 
8348255 W, 2098620 H 

GTR 162 (Int) mylar LE gd cond also 
Cocoon harness new & helmet never used suit 
175cm $1600 ph (07) 2074084 AH 

Moyes GTR 175 (Int) pink & white v low hrs ex 
cond Moyes factory checked , never crashed 1 
owner since new $1800 also 
Cocoon harness & PA chute 20'/sec descent 
rate ex cond harness suites to 5'10" ph Tony (07) 
3798179 

GTR 162 VG (Int) ex cond dream to fly low hrs 
blue yellow white many extras priced to sell 
$1450 ph (07) 2751001 H 

Vision (lnt) new 89 blue LE white sail never flown 
+ harness & pod harness helmet also 
Skytrek hang glider the lot $2700 ph Gold Coast 
(075) 304465 AH 

GTR Race (Int) fluoro yellow LE, white & blue US, 
gd cond $1900 also 
GT 170 (Int) gd cond $600 ph Bill (066) 216655 

Aluminium Glider Roof Rack full length gutter 
runners with 6 crossbars designed to fit 1980-84 
Subaru Wagon but would suit any smaller 
wagon. Will handle a dozen glidersl $190 also 
Front bracket assembly to bolt to 1980-84 Sub
aru & front support bar (removable) $50 also 
Styrofoam gliders great for kids or at comps $3 
incl postage, Pat Purcell Box 933 Gladstone 
4680 (079) 721676 

Skysystems Pod Harness red/rainbow strip 
5'8" $250 also 
Mars 170 (Nov) red black white exc glider sad to 
sell going as ph David Cookman (071) 498573 
after 6pm 

GTR 162 Race Prototype (Int) pink LE yellow US 
gd cond $1400 ono also 
Moyes Cocoon Harness black suit 5'6"-5'8" 
$150 also 
Realistic CB handheld $120 ph Michael (07) 
8321231 H, 3790631 W 

GTR WB (Int) red LE, blue & yellow US, ex cond 
$2700 ph Chris (075) 574181 

XS 154 (lnt) orange & It blue US, all warp & scrim 
LE $3500 ph Dave Lamont (079) 461157 

Altair 165 (Nov) gd cond $900 ph Steve (075) 
531992 

Probe 2 (lnt) gd cond tight sale spare uprights 
$750 ph David (071) 611255 

Magic IV 166 (Int) Red LE, pale blue & yellow US, 
white MS, 5 hrs since sail & frame detailed & new 
bolts, zip installed in US above keel , double 
mylar inserts, tight sail , v lifty glider, too big for 
me, manual & profiles $1800 Graham (07) 
2624709 

Moyes 162 WB (lnt) 12 mths old , all parallel plus 
(onion bag) sail competition glider, s/cote paral
lel plus LE, white, I/blue US, fluoro green top 
quarter panel , ex cond , fully optioned, yours for 
$2500 Wjll trade good Mission & Cash ph Neil 
016782091 anytime for the cost of a local call , 
leave message 

VICTORIA 
Mars 190 (Nov) blue & red LE with white MS in 
ex cond $1300 also 
Gyro 180 (Nov) yellow LE with white MS in gd 
cond $1000 also 
Moyes Pod medium sand colour with stripes 
$320 ph Tony Dennis (060) 561654 H leave mes
sage 

Mission 170 (Int) red yellow and white $1600 
also 
GTR 151 WB (Int) light blue LE, yellow & white 
US, ultraweave MS only $2500, will take Mission 
as trade-in ph Wesley (03) 8822119 

GTR 162 VG (lnt) faired upright & kingpost, flies 
well $990 also 
Cocoon harness with storage compartments & 
chute container $90 also 

Realistic handheld CB with mic, aerial, nicads 
$90 also 
Ball varlo, aircraft alt mounted on bracket & ball 
clamp $210 ph Angus (03) 5722568 

EF5 (Int) 12 metre batten profiles $350 ph Ed (03) 
7874133 BH, 7878423 AH 

Minlfex 140 (Int) 70% double surface german 
manufactured & certified glider weighs only 21 
kgs king post hangpoint with v light pitch & roll 
short packs to 1.6 m without tools ideal kite for 
light or lady pilot $1500 also 
Thermal snooper $75 ph Rick (03) 5638060 

Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow/grey US 
white TS & TE 15 hrs flying time only absolutely 
brand new cond must sell $2500 ono ph Richard 
(03) 8788140 

GTR 162 (Int) yellow MS with rainbow US v nice 
colours, v gd cond also 
Cocoon harness $1300 ono ph Jeff (052) 
334541 

Mmmm - Magic IV (Int) clean white sail with 
subtle rainbow US great perform & handling ex 
cond includes pitchy $1100 also 
Gyro 11160 (Nov) less than 2 hrs airtime It blue 
LE white MS pink TE sale due to expanding 
family $1300 ph (052) 214276 

4 x Unlden Handheld UHF radios as new $400 
ea ph Brian Webb (057) 551753 

GTR 148 (Int) ideal for light weight pilot (less 
than 65 kg) proven performer, s/bar, faired king 
post & downtubes, lemon LE, pale blue & white 
TS, white & yellow US, $1600 neg. also 
Ball 652 instrument pod, airspeed indicator, 
variometer & digital altimeter, volume control , 
dual power supply & sink alarm switchable, $600 
neg ph Mark Pike (03) 3986268 AH, (03) 6473747 
BH 

Foil 160B (Int) dk blue LE pink/yellow US 34 hrs 
airtime comes with profile wheels $1700 ono also 
Stanwell Pod with High Energy Chute (3 mths 
old) $500 ono ph Kurt (03) 4974913 AH 

Foil 160B Racer (Int) 60 hrs imm cond $2000 
ono also 
Afro Cirrus 8000 TE vario with airspeed $650 ph 
Dave (057) 551 753 

Mars 170 (Nov) red & yellow sail mylar LE inserts 
batten profile manual , para harness incl , gd 
cond $1150 ph Benjamin (03) 4895985 

ACT 
GTR 162 (lnt) VB blue & yellow low airtime $1500 
will accept offers ph Barry Weatherburn (06) 
2587625 H, 2896840 W 

Sabre 165 (Int) surfcote , yellow MS red LE 
speedbar $600 ph John (06) 2901368 

GTR 162 (Int) VB blue & yellow, low airtime 
$1500 will accept offers ph Barry Weatherburn 
(06) 2587625 H, 2896840 W 

XS 155 (Int) pink scrim LE, light blue US, white 
warp MS $3800 (5 hrs airtime only) also 
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit lighter 
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in garage 
with only 11 hrs airtime!! $950 ono also 
Trike 532 LC Buzzard, Arrow 2 IMMACULATE 
cond , d/blue LE, l/blue US, white MS, 39 hrs 
airtime onlyl $10500 ono Brett Freebody (062) 
2957434 H, 2488988 W 

WA 
Magic III 166 (lnt) faired king post & uprights 
speedbar, pitchy VB batten profile & manual 
yellow LE skyblue US & white TS ex cond & ex 
perform $1600 ph Rob (09) 3542739 

Foil Combat 152 (Int) 1.5 hrs airtime $3400 new 
price $4400 urgent sale ph Ian (09) 444 2569 

GTR 148 (lnt) red LE pink yellow white MS white 
US ex cond $1550 ph Danny (09) 3873605 AH, 
3264867W 

TAS 
Suncoa8t Cocoon Harne88 in v gd cond + 
Realistic CB radio 40 channel (TRC-212) com
plete with recharg batteries & charger for the low 
price of $300. Want more?? I will throw in a 40 
channel mobile base station with aerial for the 
same incredible low price. Will sell separately, 
ph Mark (004) 731104 ext 386 W, ext 373 H 

I Want Your Tradein 

Hunter Valley Hang Gilding Newcastle's newest 
Moyes dealer is open for business and we need tradins. 

We have beginners of various levels who need second hand 
gliders and equipment. 

Ring GREG SMITH for a deal 
on 

an XS, Mission, Mars, XS Easy 
or 

any of the famous Moyes Products 

Phone: 018 494377 Bh. or 049 498023 Ah. 

Attend Pty Ltd trading as Hunter Valley Hang Gliding 
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FOIL 152 'C' IS CURRENTLY UNDERGOING GUTESIEGAL CERTIFICATION 


